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TOUGH User's Guide

1. Introduction

. .TOUGH is -amulti-dimensional.numerical model for simulating the coupled

transport of water, vapor, air and heat in porous and fractured media It is a

member of the MULKOM family of multi-phase, multi-component codes, which is

being developed at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory primarily for geothermal reser-

yoir applications (Pruess, .1083). The acronym "TOUGH" stands for "transport

-of unsaturated groundwater and heat" -TOJUGH has so far been applied mostly

Ao studies of high-level -nuclear waste isolation in partially saturated geological

media (Pruess and Wang, 1984; Pruess, Tsang, and Wang, 1985), but it should

also be useful for a-wider range of problems in heat and moisture transfer, and in

the drying of porous materials.

This report gives a technical description of the TOUGH-code, including dis-

cussions of the physical processes modeled, governing mass- and energy-balance

equations, mathematical and numerical methods, and code architecture. We also

provide complete instructions for preparing input decks, and present a number of

illustrative problems.

Most of the development of TOUGH was carried out on the CDC-7600 com-

puter at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. Before distribution the program was

transferred to the Cray X-MP at the National Magnetic Fusion Energy Computer

Center, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. An effort was made to elim-

:inate all non-standard FORTRAN, and to bring the coding as much as possible

nlto ctmpliance-with the ANSI-FORTRAN 77 language standard. We believe

that the code should ran with very minor modifications on any 64-bit mainframe

computer with a FORTRAN 77 compiler.
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. Physcal Processes and Approxinations

The "conventional" description of unsaturated flow, as recently reviewed by

Narasimhan (1982), was developed primarily by soil physicists. It assumes isoth-

ermal conditions and treats the gas phase as a passive spectator, which remains

at constant pressure (1 bar) at all times. Liquid phase flows under gravity and

capillary suction, as given by Richards' law (1931).

'This approach has been extended to "weakly" non-isothennal systems (tem-

peratures up to 50' C) -by Philip and de Vries (1957), Sophocleous (1079), Milly

(1982), and others. These authors consider moisture migration in the form of

liquid or vapor. Vapor transport occurs only by molecular diffusion, and no

overall movement of the gas phase is taken into account. The present status of

"weakly" non-isothermal unsaturated Bow has been reviewed by Walker, Sabey,

and Hampton (1081), and Childs and Malstaff (1982).

The development of the TOUGH simulator was motivated by problems

Involving "strongly" heat-driven flow, for which the approaches mentioned above

are not applicable. As temperatures approach or exceed the boiling point of

water, vaporization will take place with associated increases in vapor partial pres-

sure and strong forced convection of the gas phase. To describe these phenomena

it is necessary to employ a multi-phase approach to fluid and heat flow, which

fully accounts for the movement of gaseous and liquid phases, their transport of

latent and sensible heat, and phase transitions between liquid and vapor. The gas

-phase will in general consist of a mixture of water vapor and air, and both these

components must be kept track of separately.
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The TOUGH simulator takes account of the following physical processes.

Fluid low in both liquid and gaseous phases occurs under pressure, viscous, and

gravity forces according to Darcy's law, with interference between the phases

=eprsented by means of relative permeability functions. In addition we consider

binary diffusion in the gas phase. However, no account is presently made of

Knudsen diffusion, which will effectively enhance gas phase permeability under

conditions when the mean free path of gas molecules becomes comparable to or

larger than typical pore sizes (Knudsen, 1909; Klinkenberg, 1041; Hadley, 1982).

--This 'effect'will'.become Important for .meda.vith very small pores and/or at

smsall gas pressures. Capillary and phase -adsorption effects are taken into

account for the liquid phase, but no allowance is made for vapor pressure lower-

ing, which will become significant for very strong suction pressures (for example,

a. suction.-pressure of -14.5 MPa will cause approximately 10% reduction In vapor

pressure) Also, no allowance is made for hysteresis in either capillary pressure or

relative permeability. All thermophysical properties of liquid water and vapor

are obtained within experimental accuracy from steam table equations (Interna-

tional Formulation Committee, 1967). Air is treated as an ideal gas, and addi-

tivity of partial pressures is assumed for air/vapor mixtures. Air dissolution in

water is represented by Henry's law. However', because air solubility in water is

very small, we felt justified in neglecting the temperature dependence of Henry's

constant. The value implemented in TOUGH, KH-1010 Pa, is accurate to within

4- 10% in the temperature range from 400C to 100 *C (Loomis, 1928).

Heat transport occurs by means of conduction, with thermal conductivity

dependent on water saturation, and convection and binary diffusion, which

includes both sensible and latent beat.

The governing equations used in TOUGH, and their numerical implementa-

tion, are applicable to one-, two- or three-dimensional anisotropic porous or



fractured media (see below). TOUGH does not perform stress calculations for the

sorld skeleton, but it allows for porosity changes in response to changes in pore

-. pressure (compressibility).and temperature (expansivity)*
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3. Governing Equations

The formulation used in TOUGH is analogous to the multi-phase treatment

customarily..employed in geothermal-reservoir simulators. The;basic -mass- and

energy-balance equations are written in integral form for an arbitrary flow

domain V" as follows (Pruess and Narasimhan, 1985):

d f M (Q)dv = f F(") n dlr + f q () dv (1)
dt vI r. vs

... . 1:- .=.: water; xc-.2: air; jc = 3: heat)

The mass accumulation terms (ac = 1,2) are

MQ() = v Si Ppa Xp( ) (2)

where I is porosity, Sp is saturation of phase i (= liquid, gas), pa Is density of

-phase a, nd XA') is the mass fraction of component i; present in phase F. The

heat accumulation term contains rock and fluld contributions

M(3) = (1-i)pRCRT + S E SopP up (3)
0=1 z

where.pR is rock grain density, CR is specific heat of the rock grains, T is tem-

- perature, and up is specific internal energy of phase a.

The mass flux terms contain a sum over phases

fK) = S F) (4)
-~ =I,
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where the flux in each phase is

1F#11= -k kr pl, X,(8c) (VPe - pfg) - Epg Dyes Pp vX() (5

Here k is absolute permeability, krp -is .relative permeability of phase i6, pp is

viscosity of phase ft, Pp = P + P,,,P P is the pressure in phase 86 (sum of a refer-

ence phase pressure and capillary pressure), and g is gravitational acceleration.

The last term in equation (5) contributes only -for gas phase flow and represents a

-binary diffusive flux, with -D,, the diffusion coefikcient for vapor-alr mixtures.

-:Heat lux contains conductive and convective components (no dispersion)

F(3) = - KVT + b hp(') Fp(O) (6)

AT 1,2

Here K is heat conductivity of the rock-fluid mixture, and hA1) Is specific

enthalpy of component ic in phase ,.

- The transport equations given above need to be complemented. with consti-

tutive relationships, vhieh express all parameters as functions of a set of primary

thermodynamic variables. The thermophysical properties of water substance are

accurately represented by the steam table equations, as given by the Interna-

. tional Formulation Committee (1967). Air is approximated as an ideal gas, and

additivity of partial pressures is assumed for air and vapor, Pa = Pv + Pa. The

- viscosity of air-vapor mixtures is computed from a formulation given by Hirsch-

felder et al., (1954), but using steam table values for vapor viscosity instead of

.. ~- approximations from kinetic gas theory. Henry's las was assumed for solubility

of air in liquid water.
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Pa = KH X (air) * MHNO (7)
H I ~Mair

.Here K, = 101O.Pa Is Henry's constant, XIl(") is the mass. friction of air in

-- liquid water, and MONO, Majr are the respective molecular weights.

Capillary pressures and relative permeabilities will usually depend on phase

saturations, but more general relationships are possible (e.g. temperature depen-

dence; however, TOUGH does not allow for hysteresis). A library of the most

-commonly used functional forms is provided -in the TOUGH code, and can be

. selected by means of input data (see Appendices A-and 'B). Additional capillary

-pressure and relative permeability functions may be used by adding FORTRAN

-code to the appropriate subroutines (see Appendix A).

The vapor-air diffusion coefficient is written as (Vargaftik, 1Q75; Walker et

al., 1981)

* D rg S.Dva [T + 273-15](8Da g 731 (8)

where r is a tortuosity factor, which is dependent on pore geometry, and Dv° and

9 are material parameters which for air/vapor mixtures have values of DV -

2.13 x 10-5 m 2 /s (at standard conditions of P = 1 bar, T = 0 C), and 8 =

1.80 (Vargaftik, 1975).

Heat conductivity can depend on liquid saturation according to one of the

following two relationships (Somerton et al., 1973, 1974)

*f/S7 '4K(S, 1)-K(SI = 0)) (Oa)
K(SL) K(SI =0) + i S -*(K(Sj = 1)-K(S, = 0)) (9b)
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4. Mathematical and Numerical Methods

The continuum Equations (1) are discretized in space using the "integral

_.finite."diilerence". Method '(Edwards, 1972;. Narasimhan and Witherspoon, 197.6)

..Introducing appropriate volume averages, we have

f Mdv = V,, M3 (10)
vs

Here M is a volume-normalized extensive quantity, and M. is the average value of

. .M over. Va. Surface integrals are approximated as a discrete sum aof averages over

surface segments Anm

f F*ndi = d AmFm (F1)
rid ~m

Time is discretized fully implicitly .as a first order.finite difference, to obtain

the .numerical stability needed for an efficient calculation of multi-phase flow.

'Equations (1) reduce to the following set of coupled algebraic equations:

Rn~~kl =_Mnx~~l_ (xt)k At A& p F(x)k+l +y~ M,~("'~' - ~ ~ AJ~?k~l+ V, q=k 0 (12)

Here k labels the time step, At = -+ _ tk.' For a flow system which is discre-

tized into N grid blocks, Equations (12) represent a set of 3N algebraic equations.

These are strongly coupled because of interdependence of mass and heat flow.

They are highly non-linear, because of order-of-magnitude changes in parameters

.- during phase transitions, and because of non-linear material properties (chiefly

-. relative permeabilities and capillary pressures). Because of these features of the

equation system, TOUGH performs a completely simultaneous solution of the

discretized mass- and energy-balance equations, taking all coupling terms into

account. To handle the non-linearities we perform Newton/Raphson iteration.

The unknowns in Equations (12) are the 3N independent "primary" variables,
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which completely define the thermodynamic state of the flow system at time level

tk+l. For each volume element (grid block) there are three primary variables, the

choit of which depends upon the phase composition (see Table 1).

Table 1: Primary Thermodynamic Variables

Phase variable variable variable
composition #1 #2 #3

single phase --pressure Pa) T-temperature ( C) X-air mass fraction

two-phase P-pressure (Pa) Sg-gas saturation T-temperature (- C)

Denoting . these . primary variables. - collectively as (x,; ;=1, An, 3N), the

Newton/Raphson iteration process can be written as follows. Demanding that

the residuals R ()k+l in Equations (12) vanish at iteration index p + 1, and

expanding to first order in terms of the residuals at iteration index p, we have

pa(ic)k+1 (xjp 1l) St p5,(c'+1 (rip + no D p (xjp+ 1-xjp) = 0 (13)

Equations (13) represent a set of 3N coupled linear equations for the xs p+1, which

are.solved with an efficient direct. solver, using sparse storage techniques (Duff,

1977). Iteration is continued until the residuals are reduced to a small fraction of

the accumulation terms (for all n, ir).

| MCU< . (14)

The default (relative) convergence criterion Is el - i05 When the accumulation

terms are smaller than E2, M(') I <(2, we impose an absolute convergence
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criterion: I RI,) l <f612. The cutoff E2 can be set by the user (default: C2=1).

Convergence is usually attained in 3-4 iterations. If conyergence can not be

acbied within a certain. number of iterations (default b),ite'time tep.siseA

s reduced and a new iteration process is started. All derivatives MR./jx 1 needed

In the coefficient matrix are obtained by numerical differentiation.

It is appropriate to add some comments about our space discretization tech-

nique. As an example let us consider a discretized version of the mass flux term,

Equation (5). :

F (c) = r [rpPi (,))

. pon - Po m s g]

*- 6p(Dy,)nm (PPm -X (15)

The subscripts (nm) indicate that the.respective quantities are to be evaluated at

the interface between volume elements n and m, based on average values within

VD and V.. As has been discussed elsewhere (e.g. Pruess and Narasimhan, 1085),

this requires different weighting procedures for different parameters, such as har-

monic weighting, spatial interpolation, and upstream weighting.

The entire geometric information of the space discretization in Equations

(12) is provided in the form of a list of grid block volumes V., interface areas

A.,, nodal distances Dnm, and components gnm of gravitational acceleration along

-nodal lines. There is no reference whatsoever to a global system of coordinates,

or to the dimensionality of a particular flow problem. The discretized equations

are in fact valid for arbitrary irregular discretizations in one, two or three dimen-

sions, and for porous as well as for fractured media. This flexibility should be

used with caution, however, because the accuracy of solutions depends upon the
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accuracy with which the various interface parameters in equations such as (15)

-can be expressed in terms of average conditions in grid blocks. A necessary con-

- tin for this to be possible is that there exists approximate thermodynamie

-equilibiumi in (almost) all grid blocks at (almost) all times (Pruess and

Narasimban, 1985). For systems of regular grid blocks referenced to global coor-

dinates (such as r - z, x - y - z), Equations (12) reduce to a conventional finite

difference formulation (e.g. Peaceman, 1977). -
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S. Treatment of Sinks and Sources, and Boundary Conditions

TOUGH provides various options for specifying injection or withdrawal of

heand fluids, which are discussed in Section 7. In the simplest case, source

-rates are specified as constants, or as a table of time-dependent values. TOUGH

also -provides -an option to produce a well based on a deliverability model, by

prescribing a wellbore pressure Pvb and a productivity index PI (Coats, 1977).

Production rate in phase 6 is

q# - p# Pp PI * (Pp-P-wb) (16)

For wells on deliverability which are completed in more than one layer, the

flowing wellbore pressure Pw,,b can be corrected to approximately account for

gravity effects. Assume that the open interval extends from layer 1=1 at the

bottom to 1=L at the top. The flowing wellbore pressure in layer 1, Pwb, is

obtained from the wellbore pressure in layer I + I immediately above it by

means of the following recursion formula

P~bJ -= Pwbl+l + 2 (PI Azg + P/+i .&z, 1 ) (17)

Here, Az, denotes the layer thickness, and pi is the flowing density in the tubing

opposite layer l. Flowing densities are computed using a procedure given by

Coats (private communication, 1982). If wellbore pressure were zero, we would

obtain the following volumetric production rate of phase 6 from layer 1

rj p = | |p (PI)i PI * (18)

The total volumetric flow rate of phase 6 opposite layer I is , for zero wellbore

pressure

Torgs -I (19)
m=1
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From this we obtain the following approximate expression for flowing density

opposite layer 1:

gi P riff (20)

S raTp
=tg

Boundary conditions are specified, generally speaking, by means of appropri-

ately. chosen volume elements, flow connections,. and sinks and sources. The sim-

* .plest .bounday conditions. to implement are 'no flux'; these are realized simply

by :ot introducing '!no flux'.' areas into the list of geometric parameters where no

- crossflow is -.desired. More -general flux {Neumann) boundary conditions can b.'

prescribed by introducing sinks or sources of appropriate strengthst.into the ele-

ments adjacent to the boundary., Dirichlet-type boundary conditions, such as

-- . constant pressures or temperatures, can be conveniently specified by introducing

.. -- appropriate boundary elements and connections (a "connection" consists of an

.Interface area, and a pair of distances of adjacent nodes from the interface).

Asigning very large volumes.to such boundary elements will ensure that their

thermodynamic state remains unchanged in a simulation. It is also possible to fix

temperature and to allow pressure to vary. This can be done by means of assign-

ing a very large heat capacity to an element with "normal" volume. The only

f5eature distinguishing boundary elements from the "normal grid blocks forming

the low domain is their large volume (and/or heat capacity); in the calculations

they are treated on an equal footing with al other elements.
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6. Overview of Program Structure and Execution

The subroutines contained in the TOUGH-program can be grouped accord-

nmg Wt their functions as summarized in Table 2. Figure 1 gives an abbreviated

- overview of the computational procedure (flow chart).

Table 2. TOUGH Program Structure

-Fu-nction } .Subroutine(s) I
data input INPUT, REAFILE

printout of input data INIJATA

driver for execution CYCIT

thermophysical properties EOS (and satellite programs)
and phase diagnostic

embling of equations MULTI

production, injection QU

data interpolation : FINDER, FINDL, HINTER, QINTER

scaling of equations MC19A

solution of equations LINEQ (with satellite package "MA28")

conclusion of converged CONVER
time steps

output of results WRIFI, OUT, BALLA

: rhe iitialization of a simulation run is accomplished by the subroutines

ANPUT and REAFILE in a flexible way. Most of the necessary data are supplied

from disk files, which can be either directly provided by the user, or which will be
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XBL 858-10700

Figure 1. Simplified Flow Chart of TOUGH.
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generated internally from input data. The initialization stage can generate sim-

ple regular computational grids in one, two, or three dimensions. If desired, a

- o_.priout of input data can be provided (subroutine INDATA). .The iterative

~equence for 'time steppmg IS controlled ibv CYCIT. On the first time step, all

thermophysical parameters are initialized (subroutine EOS), and then time step

counter KCYC, iteration counter ITER, and convergence flag KON are defined.

The iteration counter is incremented, and the accumulation- and flow-terms for

all equations are assembled (subroutine MULTI). If sinks or sources are present,

-MULTI- calls .subroutine QQU -to compute their contributions .MULTI also com-

putes all residuals, as well as.element index (NER) and equation index (ER) of

the largest residual. If convergence is achieved (KON=2), CONVER is called to

update-the primary variables. Otherwise, LINEQ is called to solve Eqs. (13) and

to compute new values for the primary :variables. LINEQ calls the subroutine

package MA28, which performs a sparse version of LU-decomposition with partial

pivoting and back substitution (Duff, 1977). Informative messages generated by

MA28 are written onto a disk file called LINEQ. Subsequently, EOS finds all

thermophysical parameters pertaining to the latest primary variables. Printed

output can be generated at user-specified time steps or simulation times either for

each iteration or after convergence (subroutine OUT). Depending upon the value

of the convergence flag KON, the program will then proceed to the next iteration

(KON-=1) or to the next time step (KON=2) If anything goes wrong - failure

in solving the linear equations, failure in computing thermophysical parameters,

failure to converge within a given maximum number of iterations - the time step

vill be-repeated with a reduced time increment At.

In certain cases a calculation will progress in time with convergence achieved

on the first iteration (ITER = 1). This occurs when the time step is chosen so

small, or the simulated problem is so close to steady state, that the convergence
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tolerances (see Chapter 4) are satisfied without any changes in primary variables.

Misleading results may be obtained if a time period over which significant

. . chawes.in -thermodynamic conditions would occur is simulated by means of

- - -OrDry small time steps, each of w~ich genves tonvergenee on lTER~= 1. This

pitfall can be avoided by specifying automatic time step adjustment (via parame-

ter MOP(16), see page 28).

The simulation proceeds until it terminates for one of several termination

criteria (number of time steps, machine time, simulation time). At that time, a

-dlscfile called'SAVE is -written; 'ths file allows for restarting the problem in a

simple way (see below).

The major arrays used by TOUGH, and their 'dimensions in dependence

' upon problem size (number of grid blocks and connections, dimensionality), are

described in full detail in comment tards in the MAIN program.
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7. PREPARATION OF INPUT DECKS

7.1 Data Blocks

duShe types of data Needed. to .chwracterize a flow system are summarized in

<7Ta le 3. 'The input f ETOUGH is organized -into "blocks" which correspond to

the data groups given in Table 3. There is no special data block for boundary

conditions; these have to be specified through appropriately chosen elements,

interfaces, initial conditions, and sinks/sources. An overview of the most general

-input structure is given in Table 4.

-The first data eard must be the TITLE-card. The last data card must be

the.$ENDCY-card, vith'ENDCY typed in columns 1-5E The data blocks between

TITLE and ENDCY tan be provided in arbitrary order, except that block

ELEME must precede block CONNE. The blocks ELEME and CONNE must

either be both provided through the input deck, or both -through a disk file called

M§ESH. The block GENER can be omitted if there are no sinks or sources in the

problem. If block START is present, consisting of one data card with START

typed In columns 1-5, the block INCON can be incomplete, with elements in

-rbitrary order, or.it can be absent altogether. Elements for which no initial con-

:ditions are specified in INCON will then be assigned default initial conditions as

given in block PARAM, and default porosities as given in block ROCKS. If

.START is. not present, INCON must contain information for all elements, in

exactly the same order as the elements are listed in block ELEME.



Table 3: bata Groups ror a Simulation Problem

regular irregular

porous medium

(:EOME ~RY

Iractured medium

i D 2-1) 34t)

potes tractures

constant properties

RESERVOIR
MATRIX variable properties

homogeneous in homgeneous

_NITIAL uniform
IN>ITIAtLr

CONDIlTIONS_
CONDITIONS non-uniform

various P. To X, S

mass how heat flow

CONDITIONS capillary premure

(saturation)

hressure temperature

conftant time dependent

heat

SINKS/SOU C S

I inecmass

produetion injection

%-a
I0

TIMEA-S)T[EPIlNG ANI)
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Table 4: Input Data Blocks'

Block Description
-� 4

;4

TITLE
(first card)

ROCKS

PARAM

RPCAP

TMES
(optional)

*ELEME

*CONNE

*GENER
(optional)

INCON
(optional)

START
(optional)

ENDCY
(last card)

One data card containing a problem title for identifying Dutput.

Material parameters for the various reservoir domains.

Computational parameters (time stepping information,
program options).

Parameters for relative permeability and capillary
pressure functions.

List of (physical) times at which printout is
to be generated.

List of grid elements.
'MESH - informatiorn

List of interfaces (connections).

List of mass or heat sinks/sources.

List of imitial conditions and (optional) restart
information.

One data card allowing a more flexible
initialization.

One card closing the TOUGH input deck.

1Blocks labeled with a star * can be provided as disk files, in which case they
would be omitted from the input deck.

- During initialization, TOUGH can write the following disk files from infor-

; mation provided through input data blocks:

. - a file MESH, consisting of blocks ELEME and CONNE;

- - a file GENER, consisting of the block GENER;

- a file INCON, consisting of the block INCON.
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The initialization of the actual program variables for data on geometry, gen-

eration, and intial conditions will always be made from the disk files MESH,

GENER, and INCON. When no data blocks ELEME, and CONNE, GENER,

-and INCON are present In the input deck, TOUGH will attempt to read data for

flow geometry, generation, and initial conditions from pre-existing disk files

MESH, GENER, and INCON, respectively. Geometry data have to be specified

for each TOUGH run either In the input deck, or on a disk file called MESH. If

-no data blocks GENER.and INCON. are provided .in the input deck, and if no

disk files.GENER' and-INCON' are present; defaults will take effect (no genera-

Aion; default initial conditions aspeelfied-in block PARAM). If a user Intends to

-use these defaults, (s)he has to -make sure that at execution time no disk files

INCON or GENER are present from a previous run (or perhaps from a different

problem).. A safe way .to use. default GENER and INCON is to specify "dummy"

data.blocks in the input deck, consisting of just the identifier GENER or

INCON, followed byone blank line.

The format for data blocks ELEME,.CONNE, GENER, and INCON is basi-

.-cally the. same when these data are provided as disk files as when they are pro-

vided -as -part of the input deck However, specification of these data -as part of

the input deck rather than as disk iles offers some added conveniences, which are

useful when a new simulation problem is initiated. For example, a sequence of

Identical items (volume elements, connections, sinks or sources) can be specified

on a single data card. Also, indices needed for cross-referencing elements, inter-

faces, and sources -will -be generated by TOUGH rather than having them pro-

vided by the user.. Disk files written -by TOUGH can be merged into an input

.deck without any changes, keeping the cross-referencing information (see note at

end of Chapter 7; for example, disk file MESH can be directly used as input data

blocks ELEME and CONNE).
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At the completion of a run, the results needed for a subsequent continuation

(restarting) of the problem are written onto a file SAVE. This file is compatible

vith.JNCON .format specifications, and can be provided for .a subsequent rur.

_ 61ther ws i disk file (to be named UINCONt '), or as part of the input deck.

We expect the user to initiate a problem with -ELEME, CONNE, GENER,

and INCON as part of the input deck, using the START-option for flexibility

and convenience. Typically, the user will want to run only a few time steps ini-

tially, examine the results, and then restart the problem with time steps chosen

manually or automatically to give an optimum compromise between accuracy and

.effcicency. -The file SAVE of a completed rnn must be provided as disk file

INCON or input data block INCON for a continuation run. Apart from initial

conditions file SAVE also transmits information on simulation times and time

steps for a restart. Further discussion on restarting a problem is given on page

44.

As was discussed above, all geometric data defining the flow domain and its

discretization have to be provided as input to TOUCH In the form of lists'of grid

block volumes V., interface areas A., nodal distances Dam, and cosines P. of

the angles between nodal lines and the vertical. For.all but the. most trivial flow

geometries, generation of these data Will require a separate step of geometric

. preprocessing prior Ao .the actual simulation. For .. the.. most commonly used

cylindrical or linear flow geometries, weharve written simple FORTRAN pro-

- grams to carry out the elementary geometric calculations involved, and to gen-

erate a MESH-die compatible with TOUGH Input specifications. More elaborate

* .:id generators are available for irregular geometries ("OGRE", Weres and

Schroeder, 1978) and for fractured porous media ("GOMNC", Pruess, 1983). Illus-

trative examples foi a variety of flow problems have been given by Narasimhan

(1982).
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Figure 2. TOUGH Input Formats.
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7.2 TOUGH-Input Formats

The input data to be provided for a TOUGH simulation are summarized in

.Figure.2- .The blocks ROCKS, ELEME, CONNE, GENER, and INCON can

- :iave a-variable number of cards, depending upon how.many items the user

wishes to specify. The end of these variable-length blocks Is indicated with a

blank card. (For CONNE, GENER, and INCON it is possible to have, instead of

the blank card, a card with "+++" typed in columns 1-3, followed by some ele-

ment and source crass-referencing Information in the case of CONNE and

--GENR, and ollowed -by restar-iformation in the case ofINCON; see below.)

We shall now explain theewards and variables In detail. Clarifying examples

-will be given in Section 9.

AUl input and output of TOUGH is in standard metric units.

' T'ITLE is the first card of the deck, containing a header of up to 80
characters, to be printed on output. This can be used to iden-
tify a problem. If no title is desired, leave this card blank.

ROCKS i- introduces material parameters for -up to.27 different reservoir
domains.

Card ROCKS.1

Format (AS, 15, 7E10.4)
MAT, NAD, DROK, POR, (PER (I), I = 1,3), CWET, SPHT

. I._AMT

. I.NAD

material name (rock type).

- if zero or negative, defaults will take effect for a number of
parameters (see below);
>1: will read another data card to override defaults.
5;2: will read two additional cards after the default

override card with parameters for relative
permeability and capillary pressure functions.
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DROK

POR

I,

rock grain density (kg/rn3 ).

default porosity (void fraction) for all elements belonging to
domain "MAT" for which no other porosity has been specified
in block INCON. Option "START" is necessary for using
default porosity.

- P'ER(I), - = 1,3 absolute permeabilities along the three principal axes, as
specified by ISOT in block CONNE.

CWET formation heat conductivity under fully liquid-saturated condi-
tions (W/m- C).

SPHT rock grain specific heat (J/kg * C). Domains with SPHT >
104 J/kg C will not be included -in global -material balances.
This provision, is useful for.. boundary nodes, which -are given

-very large œvolumes so -that their 'thermodynamic state remains
constant. Because of the large volume, inclusion of such nodes

-in global material balances would make them useless.

Card ROCKS.1.1 (optional, NAD >1 only)

Format (4E10.4)
COMK EXPAN, CDRY, TORTX

COM compressiblity (m 2 /N),

EXPAN expansivity (1/'C),

I 0

IT (8 ~ )

(default is 0)

(default is 0)

CDRY formation heat conductivity under
desaturated conditions (W/m*C).

TORTX tortuosity factor for binary diffusion

(default is CWET)

(default is 0; i.e.,
binary diffusion
turned off)

Card ROCKS.1.2 ( {optional, NAD > 2 only)

Format (IS, X,7E10.4)
JRP, (RP(I) I = 1,7)

integer parameter -to choose -type of relative permeability func-
tion (see Appendix A).

IRP
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I = 1, ... , 7 parameters for relative permeability function.RP(1),

Card ROCKS.1.3 (optional, NAD > 2 only)

Format (IS SX,7E10.4)
ICP, (CP(I I = 1,7)

I CP -integer -parameter to choose type of capillary pressure function
(see Appendix B).

CP(I), I 1, ... 7 parameters for capillary pressure function.

Repeat cards 1, 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 for up to 27 reservoir domains.

" Card ROCKS.2 A blank card closes the ROCKS data block.

' -. START (optional)

-- A card with START typed in -columns -1-5 alows a more flexible
initialization.

PARAM introduces computation parameters.

Card PARAM.1

Format (212, 314, 2411, 2E10.4).
NOITE, KDATA, MCYC, MSEC, MCYPR, (MOP(I), I 1,
24), DIFF0, TEXP

.a - NOITE

KDATA

- specifies the maximum number of iterations per time step
(default value is 8)

specifies amount of printout (default = 1).

o or 1: print a selection of. the most important variables.

2: in addition print mass and heat fluxes and flow velocities.

- 3: in addition print primary variables and their changes.

"f the above values for KDATA are Increased by 10, printout
will occur after each iteration (not just after convergence).

-.q MCYC Y maximum number of time steps to be calculated.
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MSEC maximum duration, in machine seconds, of the simulation
(default is infinite).

MCYPR printout will occur for every multiple of MCYPR steps (default
is 1).

MOP(I), 1 =1,24 allows choice of various options.

MOP(1) if unequal 0, a short printout for non-convergent iterations will
be generated.

MOP(2) through MOP(6) generate additional printout in various
subroutines, if set 34 0. This feature should never be needed in
"normal" applications, but it may be convenient when a user
suspects a bug and wishes to examine the inner workings of the
code. The amount of printout.increases with MOP(I) (consult

-source code listings for details).

.MOP(2) CYCIT (main subroutine).

MOP(3) MULTI (flow- and accumulation-terms).

MOP(4) QU (sinks/sources).

MOP(5) EOS (equation of state).

MOP(6) 11NEQ (linear equations).

MOP(7) if unequal 0, a printout of input data will be provided.

Calculational choices are as follows.

MOP(9) determines the composition of produced fluid with the MASS
option (page .35). The relative amounts of phases are deter-
mined:

0 according to relative mobilities in the source element.

1: source fluid has the same phase composition as the
producing element.

MOP(10) chooses the interpolation formula for heat conductivity as a
function of liquid saturation (Si)

0: C(SL) CDRY + SQRT(S,) * (CWET - CDRY)

1: C(SI) = CDRY + Si * (CWET - CDRY)
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MOP(11) determines evaluation of mobilities at interfaces.

0: mobilities are upstream weighted with WI)
(default is WUP = 1).

1: nobilities are spatially interpolated between adjacent
elements.

MOP(12) -determines Interpolation procedure for time-dependent genera-
tion data.

0: triple linear interpolation.

1: step function option.

MOP(14) determines handling bf pivot failures in matrix decomposition.

0: perform new matrix decomposition when encountering a
..pivot failure.

- 0: ignore pivotfailures.

MOP(16) -provides -automatic time -step control. Time step size will be
doubled, if convergence occurs within ITER.< MOP(16) itera-
tions.

MOP(17)

D]FFO

TEXP

permits to choose a scaling-option for preconditioning the Jaco-
bian matrix.

0: perform scaling.

7L0: do not perform scaling.

strength parameter for diffusive vapor flux at standard condi-
tions of T 0- C, P = 1 bar.
(for free gas, DIFFO = 2.13 x 10 4 m 2/s)

parameter for temperature dependence of binary diffusion.
(default = 1.80)

Card PARAM.2

Format (4E10.4, A5, XSE1O.4)

TSTART, TMAX.,- DELTEN, DELTMX, 'ELST, GF, REDLT,
SCALE

TSTART - starting time of simulation in seconds.

TIMAX time in seconds at which simulation should stop (default is
infinite).
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DELTEN length of time steps in seconds. If DELTEN is a negative
integer, DELTEN = -NDLT, the program will proceed to read
NDLT cards with time step information. Note that - NDLT
must be provided as a real number, with decimal point.

.DELTMX :upper limit for time step size (s) (default = oo)

-ELST -set equal to the name of one element to obtain a short printout
after each time step.

GF magnitude (m/sec2 , of the gravitational acceleration vector.
Blank or zero gives no gravity" calculation.

REDLT factor by which time step is reduced in case of convergence
-failure or other problems (default is 4).

SCA1E scale factor to change the size of the mesh (default 1.0).

Card PARAMI21,12., etc.

Format (8E10.4)
(DLT(I), I = 1, 100)

DLT(I) Length (in seconds) of time step I.

This set of cards is optional for DELTEN = -NDLT, a negative
integer: Up to 13 cards can be read, each containing 6 time
step sizes. If the n-umber of simulated time steps exceeds the
number of DLT(I), the simulation will continue with time steps
equal to the last non-zero DLT(I) encountered (except for
automatic time step reductions when problems are encountered,
or time step increases when automatic time step control is
chosen with MOP(16) #0)

Card PARAM.3

Format (6E10.4)
-RE1, RE2, U. WUP, WNR, DFAC

REI convergence criterion for relative error (parameter el in Eq. (14);
default = 1.E-5).

RE2 convergence criterion for absolute error (parameter c2 Ipage 10];
default = 1).

U pivoting parameter for linear equation solution (default = 0.1).
o < U < 1; increased value for U will make criterion for pivot
se)ection more stringent, resulting in better numerical stability
at the expense of increased computing time for matrix decompo-
sition.
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WUP upstream weighting factor for mobilities and enthalpies at inter-
faces (default = 1.0 is recommended). 0 < WUP < 1.

WNR weighting factor for increments in Newton/Raphson - iteration
(default = 1.0 is recommended). 0 < WNR < 1.

DFAC - increment factor for numerically computing derivatives (default
= 1E-8).

Card PARAM.4

Format (3E20.14)
.DEP(I), t 1,3

-This card holds a set of primary variables which are used as
default initial conditions for all elements At specified in block
"INCON," if option "START" is selected.

DEP(1) pressure (Pa)

DEP(2) > 1.5: temperature ( C; single-phase points).

< 1.5: gas saturation (two-phase points).

DEP(3) > 1.S: temperature ( C; two-phase points).
1.5: airmass fraction (single phase points).

Note: -A special feature is available for initializing two-phase condi-
- tions with only water present (no air), such as arise in geother-

mal problems. In this case one may set DEP(1) 8 temperature
( C); DEP(2) = vapor saturation; DEP(3) =.0 (or blank). The

- -condi~lon that DEP(1) < 374.15 (critical point of water) serves
as a Bag to indicate thit DEP(1) "means" temperature rather
than pressure.
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RPCAP introduces information on relative permeability and capillary
pressure functions, which will be applied for all flow domains for
which no data were specified in cards ROCKS.1.2 and
ROCKS.1.3. A catalog of relative permeability a.nd capillary
pressure functions is presented in Appendix A and Appendix B,
respectively.

Card RPCAP.1

Format (15 SX,7E10.4)
IRP, (RP(l),I = 1,7)

-IRP - - integer parameter to choose type of relative-permeability func-
tion (see Appendix A).

BP(I), 1-=1, .. , 7parameters for relative permeability function.

Card RPCAP.2

Format (15 SX,7E10.4)
ICP, (CP(IS, I = 1,7)

ICP integer parameter to choose type of capillary pressure function
(see appendix B).

CP(I), I = 1, ... , 7 parameters for capillary pressure function.
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TIMES permits the user to obtain printout at specified times (optional).
This printout will occur in addition to printout specified in card
PARAM.i.

ICard T]MES.1

Format (2I5,2E10.4)
ITI, ITE, DELAF, TINTER

ITI number of times provided on cards TDMES.2, TIMES.3, etc.,
below (ITI < 100).

ITE total number gf tifes desired (ITI < lT-E < 100; defailt is
ITE = ITI).

* - DELAF -'maximum time step size after any of the prescribed times have
been reached (default is oo ).

TINTER time increment for times with index ITI, ITI+1, ... , ITE.

Card TIMES.2, TIMES.3, etc.

Format (8E1OA)
(TIS(I), = 1, ITI)

TBI3M f list of times (in ascending order) at which printout is desired.
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ELEME introduces element information.

Card ELEME.1

Format (A3, 12, 215, A3, A2, E10.4)
- EL, NE, NSEQ, NADD, MAI, MA2,VOLX

EL, NE -character code name of an element. The first three characters
are arbitrary, the last two characters must be numbers.

NSEQ

NADD

number of additional elements having the same volume and
belonging to the same reservoir domain.

increment between the code numbers of two successive elements.
(Note: the. maximum permissible code. number..NE + NSEQ *

.. NADD is < 99.).

M A, H2 a five -character material identifier corresponding to one of the
. . reservoir domains as specified in block ROCKS. If the first

three characters are blanks, the last two characters must be
numbers in which case they would indicate the sequence number
of the domain as entered in ROCKS.

VOLX element volume (m 3 ).

-... Repeat card ELEME.1 for the number of elements desired.

Card ELEME.2 A blank card closes the ELEME data block.

CONNE introduces information for the connections (interfaces) between
elements.

.-Card CONNE.1

Format (A3, 12, A3, 12, 415, 4E10.4)
-ELI, N1, EL2, ME2, NSEQ, MAD1,
AREAX, BETAX

NAD2, ISOT, DI, D2,

.ELI, NE!

EL2, NE2

code name of the first element.

code name of the second element.

NSEQ number of additional connections in the sequence.
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NADI

NAD2

.- ISOT

DI
D2 l

increment of the code number of the first element between two
successive connections.

increment of the code number of the second element between
two successive connections.

-set equal to 1, 2, or 3; specifies absolute permeability to be
PER(ISOT) for the materials in elements (ELI, NEI) and (EL2,
NE2), where PER is read in block ROCKS. This allows assign-
ment of different permeabilities, e.g., in the horizontal and verti-
cal direction.

distance (m) from center of first and second element,
respectively, to their common interface.

. - AREAX :Ainterface area (M 2)

B- ETAX -cosine of the angle between the gravitational acceleration vector
and the line between the two elements. GF - BETAX > 0 (<0)
correqponds to first element being above (below) the second ele-
ment.

Repeat card CONNE.1 for the number of connections desired.

Card CONNE.2 A blank card closes the CONNE data block.
-For an alternative, see note at the end of Chapter 7).

GENER introduces sinks and/or sources.

Card GENER.1

Format (A3, 12, A3, 12, 415, SXA4, AI,3E10.4)
EL, NE, SL, NS, NSEQ, NADD, NADS, 1TAB, TYPE, ITAB,
GXEX, HG

EL, NE code name of the element containing the sink/source.

SL, NS code name of the sink/source. The first three characters are
arbitrary, the last two characters must be numbers.

NSEQ

- NADD

number of additional sinks/sources with the same
injection/production rate (not applicable for TYPE = DELV).

increment between the code numbers of two successive elements
with identical sink/source.
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NADS increment between the code numbers of two successive
sinks/sources.

LTAB number of points in table of generation rate versus time. Set 0
or 1 for constant generation rate. For wells on deliverability,

- .. .LTAB denotes the number of open layers, to be specified only
for the bottommost layer.

TYPE HEAT - heat sink/source.

COM1
- component I (water). injection

WATE

.. COM
component 2 (9dr). only

AIR

MASS - -mass production rate specified.

DELV - well on deliverability, i.e. production occurs against
specified wellbore pressure. If well is completed
in more than one layer, bottommost layer must
be specified first, with number of layers given

An LTAB. Subsequent layers must be given
.sequentially for -a total number of LTAB layers.

ITAB if set unequal to blank, table of specific -enthalpies will be read
(LTAB > 1 only).

- GX constant generation rate; positive for injection, negative for pro-
duction; GX is mass rate (kg/see) for generation types COMI,
WATE, COM2, AIR, and MASS; it is energy rate (J/s) for a
HEAT sink/source. For wells on deliverability, GX is produc-
tivity index PI (m 3).

EX; fixed. specific enthalpy (J/kg) of the fluid for mass injection
-GX>0). For wells on deliverability, EX is bottomhole pressure
-Pb (Pa), at the center of the topmost producing layer in which
the well is open.

HG thickness of layer (m; wells on deliverability only).

Card GENER.1.1 (optional, LTAB>1 only)

Format (4E14.7)
F1(L), L=1, LTAB
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F1 generation times.

.Card.GENER.A.2 (optional, LTAB>1 only)

Format (4E14.7)
F2(L), L=1, LTAB

F2 generation rates.

:.' Card GENERL 1.3 (option4L-LTAB>I and ]TAB non-blank only)

F3

Format (4E14.7)
F3(L), L=l, LTAB

specific enthalpy of produced or injected fluid.

. Repeat cards GENERA, 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 for up to 100
sinks/sources.

Card GENER.2 A blank card closes the GENER data block.
(For an alternative, see note at the end of Chapter 7).

INCON introduces initial conditions.

Card INCON.1

Format (A3, 12, 215, E15.0)
EL, NE, NSEQ, NADD, PORX

E -EL, NE - code name of element.

NSEQ number of additional elements with the same Initial conditions.

I NADD increment between the code numbers of two successive elements
with identical initial conditions.
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PORX porosity (void fraction); if zero or blank, porosity will be taken
as specified in block ROCKS if option START is used.

Card INCON.2

-Format ,(E20.14)
XlO X2, X3

Set of primary variables for the element specified in card
INCON.1.

X1 pressure (Pa)

;X2 - > 1.5f: temperature ('C; single-phase oints).
-< 1.5: gas saturation (two-phase points)

X3 > 1.5: temperature (' C; two-phase points).
< 1.5: air mass fraction (single phase points).

(Two-phase conditions without air present can be initialized as
X1-temperature, X2-vapor 4saturation, X3-0; see note on page
30).

Card INCON.3 A blank card closes the INCON data block.
(For an alternative, see note below).

ENDCY closes the TOUGH data deck and initiates the simulation.

Note on closure of blocks CONNE, GENER, and INCON

'The "ordinamry way to indicate the end of any of the above data blocks is
by means of a blank card. There is an alternative available if the user makes up
an input deck from the files MESH, GENER, or SAVE, which have been gen-
erated by a previous TOUGH run. These files are written exactly according to
the specifications of data blocks ELEME and CONNE (file MESH), GENER (file
GENER) and INCON (file SAVE), except that the blocks CONNE, GENER, and
INCON terminate with a card with "+++" in columns 1-3 followed by some

-crossreferencing and restart information. TOUGH will accept this type of input,
and in this case there is no blank card at the end of the indicated data blocks.
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8. Output from TOUGH

TOUGH can produce a variety of printed output, most of which is controll-

- ablby the user. Standard output at specified time steps or simulation times

ngsists of some time stepping information,-and a complete element-by-element

report of thermodynamic state variables and other important parameters. Addi-

tional optional output is available on mass and heat flow rates and velocities, and

on changes in thermodynamic state variables during a time step. Actual exam-

ples of TOUGH-output are reproduced in -Section Q. Here we shall describe the

umeaning of those outputVparameters iv1ich are not self-tiplanatory.

TOTAL TIME
KCYC
ITER

ITERC

DX1M

DX2M

DX3M

MAX.RES.

GELEM

OEQ.

- .. DELTEX

'.''- EM.

INDEX

P

simulation time in seconds
total number of time steps
iteration number for current time step

total cumulative number of Newton/Raphson itera-
tions

maximum change in first, second, and third primary
variable in present time step

maximum (relative) residual in any of the mass-
and energy-balance equations (see Eq. (13))

code name of element for which maximum residual
is encountered

equation number of maximum residual (1-water
nass balance, 2-air mass balance, 3-beat balance)

time step size in seconds

code name of element

internal indexing number of element

pressure In Pa
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T temperature in * C

SG gas saturation, fraction

liquid saturation, fraction

XAIRG - mass fraction of air in gas phase

XAIRL mass fraction of air in liquid phase

PSAT saturated vapor pressure in Pa

PCAP capillary pressure in Pa

DG _gas phase density in kg/m3

DL - liquid phase density in kg/in3

ELEM1 code name of first and second element,
ELEM2 J respectively, In a flow connection

INDEX internal Indexing number of connection

*FLOH total rate of heat flow in W

FLOH/FLOF ratio of heat and fluid flow rates in J/kg

*FLOF fluid flow rate in kg/s

*FLO(GAS) gas phase flow rate in kg/s

*FLO(LIQ.) liquid phase flow rate in kg/s

*VEL(GAS) (pore) velocity of gas flow In m/s

OVEL(LIQ.) (pore) velocity of liquid Bow in m/s

first, second and third thermodynamic variable,
respectively

* positive If flow Is from ELEM2 Into EMMI
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DX1
DX2
DX3

4 K(GAS)

K(LIQ.)

H(GAS)

H(LIQ.)

SOURCE

-GENERATION

ENTHALPY

FF(GAS)

FF(LIQ.)

P(WB)

changes in first, second and third thermodynamic
variable, respectively, during time step

gas phase relative permeability

liquid phase relative permeability

-gas phase specific enthalpy in J/kg

liquid phase specific enthalpy in J/kg

code name of sink/source

RATE sink (>O) or source (<O).rate; in kg/s for mass
sinks/sources, in W for heat sinks/sources

flowing specific enthalpy for mass sinks/sources in.

J/kg

mass fraction of flow in gas and liquid phases,
. respectively (mass production wells only)

flowing wellbore pressure in Pa (production wells on
deliverability only)

Additional printout can be generated when parameters MOP(1) through

MOP(7) are set -to non-zero values, or when an element code name is

specified in variable ELST (see Section 7). For MOP(1) AL 0 a one-line prin-

tout will be generated for each non-convergent Newton/Raphson iteration.

This gives information on current time step size (DELTEX), and the max-

imuim (relative) residual encountered at that iteration. The element code

name and equation number for which the maximum residual is encountered

are also given. This information is useful for identifying convergence "hang-

ups". When an element code name is specified in variable ELST, a one-line

printout is generated after convergence is achieved. This gives simulation

time (ST) and time step size (DT) In seconds, the increment in first and

second primary variable (DX1, DX2), and temperature, pressure and gas
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saturation (P, T, S) for element ELST. When parameters MOP(2) through

MOP(6) are set unequal to zero, additional printout will be generated in

.various subroutines (see Section 7). This feature would normally, only be

used if some difficultyr is encountered in a simulation, and it is desired to

look more closely Into the inner workings of the code. An exception is

parameter MOP(5), which we usually set equal to 3 to obtain a one-line

informative message for each phase transition.
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9. Sample Problems

In this section we present a number of sample problems, with varying levels

-of detail on problem specifications, preparation of input decks, and computed

uutput. The sample problems are summarized in Table 5; they were chosen to

satisfy several objectives. Some problems were selected to illustrate user options

and code performance, and to aid in code verification when TOUGH is imple-

mented on a different computer system, or to provide a check on numerical accu-

racy by comparison with known analytical or numerical solutions. Other prob-

-lems emphasize uapplications to. nuclear-waste isolation, and illustrate the various

physical phenomena tbai .ran be. modeled with TOUGH. We have attempted to

cover a reasonably broad range of problems, but we have not endeavored to be

A&"complete". For examiple, although TOUGH can handle three-dimensional flow,

--here is no 3-D example in this section for the simple reason that we lacked

definition of an appropriate meaningful problem. A user wishing to simulate a

3-D problem can do so simply by providing appropriate volume and interface

parameters in blocks.ELEME and CONINE. There are no special parameters or

;witches to ."tell" TOUGH about the dimensionality of a flow problem.

In I keeping with the tutorial nature of the sample problems, we have gen-

erally chosen simple and schematic problem specifications. Readers interested in

applying TOUGH to the complex conditions encountered at a "real" site are

referred to the recent simulation study by Rulon et al. (l985) for the hydrology of

Yucca Mountain, Nevada.
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Table 6: Summary of Sample Problems

Problem Title Dimensions Features Issues

code -. -D,'small" flow, production, phase transitions,
demonstration injection component

(dis)appearances

2 infiltration 1-D,linear isothermal code verification
against known semi-
analytical solution
(Philip, 1955;
Ross et al., 1982)

a S infltration 2-Dvertical two-dimensional code verification
fronts, gravity effects

4 flow to a I-Dradial water and steam propagating boiling
geothermal well only, no air front; code verification

against known
semi-analytical
and numerical
solutions (Garg, 1978)

5 waste package 1-D,radial strongly heat driven exploration of possible
2-D~radial flow in a partially thermohydrological

saturated porous conditions near high-
. fractured medium level waste packages

6 beat pipe I-D,linear liquid-gas counter- code verification against
flow with very strong known semi-analytical
binary diffusion solution (Udell and

Fitch, 1985)
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g.1 Problem No. 1 - Code Demonstration

This problem consists of a number of one- and two-element sub-problems,

which are entirely independent of each other (no flow connections between sub-

-.problems), except that being run -together -they all must go through the saMe

sequence of time steps. Problem specifications were chosen in such a way that

phase transitions and component (dis-) appearances will take place. This engages

some subtle numerical procedures which will make the calculated results useful

r * ' for checking on proper code implementation. Table 6 summarizes the main

--leatures of the -various sub-problemsi-nd -Table 7 gives a summary of the genera-

tion eoptions used. Figure 3 shows the TOUGH input deck, and Figures *4xi c!

show the disk files MESH, GENER, INCON, and SAVE generated by TOUGH.

Figure 5 reproduces some of the printed output.

If it were desired to restart this problem after the four time steps specified in

the input deck (Fig. 3), the only change necessary in that input deck would be to

replace data block "INCON" with the file "SAVE" (Fig. 4d). For restarting the

. "START" option is not. needed (but its presence does not cause trouble, the only

* ..- effect being somewhat larger computing work on initialization) Alternatively, a

restart can be accomplished by deleting data block "INCON" from the input

deck, and providing a disk file "INCON" with contents identical to file "SAVE"

at execution time.
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Table 6: Summary of Problem No. 1 Features

Connection
.

.or Element Process Features

*

, .'i , % . .**

(Fl, F2)

'(F , F4)-

(F5, F6)

F7

: F8 . .

flow from single phase liquid (no air)
into single phase gas (no vapor)

'low from hot two-phase aonditions
into cold ctwo-phase conditions

flow of air into single phase liquid

injection of air into cold liquid

production of fluid from single

phase liquid

injection of beat into two-phase fluid

withdrawal of heat from single

phase vapor

fluid production and injection

phase transitions from liquid
to two-phase, gas to two-
phase; appearance of water
component

-vaporization and condensation;
pphase -transitions from two-
phase to liquid and gas

phase transition from liquid to
two-phase; appearance of air

component

phase transition from liquid to
two-phase; appearance of air
component

phase transition from liquid to
two-phase; vaporization

phase transition from two-
phase to gas; vaporization

phase transition from gas to
two-phase; condensation

demonstration of generation
options (see Table 7)

. F10

sho 1-sho 12

I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _I

;.
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Table 7: Generation Options in Problem No.l

Element
I

I Generation Option

sho 1

sho 2

sho 3-sho 5

sho-6,sho s

sho 9

sho 10.

sho 11- sho 12

fluid production with specified enthalpy

unknown (gives an informative diagnostic)

fluid production with time-dependent rate;

-sequential specification feature

fluid production with timh-dependent rate
an$ enthalpy; sequential specification feature

well feed on deliverability, against specified bottomhole pressure

water injection with time-dependent rate and enthalpy

well with two feeds on deliverability against

.specified bottomhole pressure at top feed; gravity

. correction for bottomhole pressure at lower feed
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*SAVA* CODE DEMONSTRATION: PHASE TRANSITIONS, COMPONENT (DIS-)APPEARANCES

TRANS 26se. .0 1.E-14 2.10 1000.
SHOME 2 26S0. .60 I.e-14 2.10

1.8 .1
3 .40 .10
1 1.05 .2 1.

START
PARAM

2 4 11600301000000006000000000..

1000.

1 .E2

RPCAP
3
I

TIMES
1 3

I.E3
ELEME
F 1 9
sho 1 9
sholl 1

CONNE
F IF 2
F 3F 4
F 6F 6

INCON
F 1

F 2

F 3

F 4

F S

F 6

F 7

F 8

F 9

F 10

shoII

shol2

.E . r I
S.E3

4S.ES .S

.05
1.

260.

.30

2A.E

10.
10.

I.04

ITRANS
ISHOME

.ISHOME

2
1
1

S.
S.
S.

t.
6.
S.

1.ES

1.E6

1.E£

99.E5

1.E6

1O.E6

1.Es

1. E7

1.E6

40.E5

60..5

40..5

20.

170.

.001

.999

00a.

100.

20.

300.

.9

280.

240.

100.

I.
S.1.

1.

0.

99.6

310.

0.

1.

i.

0.

90.

0.

9.882EA

1.e6

4..3
-1.1

4.e3
-1.1
.1.e7

I .e6

3.e3
ea.1

1.".6

1.06

CENER
F 7AIR
F 8WELI
VF OHOTr
F 10COL
sho IP
fthe 2nb

2
2

Cho BP 3 2
0.

-0 .1
sho 6p 6 2

0.
-0 .1
I1..6

sho 9p 9
sholep 10

O.
1.1
1.05

sbollweloo
shol2w oa00

ENDCY

1 1
1.e2
-0.2

1 0
I.e2
-0.2
2 .e6

1.*2
1.0

1.2e6

AIR
MASS
HEAT
HEAT
MASS1
FUNY

4 VASS
2.e2
-0.3

4 VASS1
2.-2
-0.3
3.e6

1 1DELV
4 WATEI

2.-2
0.9

1.4.6
2 DELV

DELV

6.E-3
-1.6E-2

2.E6
-5.ES

-1.
-1.

1..-12

I.s-12
2.e-12

1.-2
1.-2

Figure 3. TOUGH input deck for Sample Problem 1.
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a

(a) File MESH.

ELEME
F 1
F 2
F 3
F A
F 6
F 6
F 7
F 8
F 9
F 10
sho I
sho 2
sho 3
sho 4
sho 6
sho 6
sho 7

sho 9
. --shole

sholl
shol2

CONNE
F 2F
F 3F
F 6F

1

2
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
I
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1 .000..0l
1.000e.0l
1 .000e.02
1.000l.02
1.000e.01
1.000e.01
1.000e+01
1.000e-0l
1 .000e+02
1.0000.01
1 .0000.01
1.000e+01
1.000o+01
1.000e+01
1.000e-01
1.0000.01
1.000e-01

'1.-0000.01
1.0000+01
1 .000e*03
1.000e*04
1.000e*04

2
4
6

2 3

I

I

5.000e.00 6.000e.00 1.000e.00 0.
5.000e.00 5.000e+00 1.000e*00 0.
5.0000e.00 5.000..00 1.0000.00 0.

4 6 6

(b) File INCON.

INCON
F I 0.

.1 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 2 ..0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 1
F 2 0.

F 3 0.

* I.0000000000000o.08 1.0000000000000o+03
F 4 0.

F 7 0.
I .0000000000000..06 12.0000000000000..02

F 6 0.
* 1 .0000008080o9 :00000000.42WOOOOWe02

F 9 0.
1 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 80 0 *1 5 2 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 e .0

F It0
14.0000000000000**.7 2 .600000000000".02

F O10 0.

5.0 000 000 000 .062.4000000000000e.*82
sh*12 le.
4.0000000000000e.06 1 .eOOV0000000000o02

1 .oOOOZOeaOOftoov
0e.

3. 100000000 M Oe*02

0.

I .6 0 3 0 0 0 0 .

0.

le.

B.
0.

Figure 4. Disk files generated for Problem 1.
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(c) File GENER.

CENER
F 7AIR 0 a AIR 5.000e-03 9.682..04 0.000
F SWEL 0 0 MASS -1.600e-02 0.000 0.000
F 9HOT 0 0 HEAT 2.000e.06 0.000 0.000
F IOCOL 0 0 HEAT -6.900e.05 0.000 0.000
sho lp I a MASS1 -1.00 1.000e.06 0.000
sho 2p -2 O FUNY -1.00 0.000 O.000

sho 3p 3 4 MASS 0.000 0.000 0.000
-0. ~ 2.000000000e002 2,00000-*2 4;.0000000e-03

-1.0000000e-Ol-2.00000-01-3.000e-01--1 00000e dO
sho 4p 4 4 MASS 0.000 0.000 0.000
- 0 B. a1,00000000.02 2.0000000e.02 4.000O008e*03
-1.6O0000800-01-2 .00000Z00-01-3 .6000000e-01-2. 100800e.00
tho Sp S 4 - 4 VASS 0.000 O.000 O.6O0

1.O000000e-02 2.0W0000e00-02 4.0000000e-03
-1. 0000000e-WI-2. 000000e-Ol -3. 000W000-Ol-1 .1OO00060e0.0
sho 6p 6 4 MASSI 0.000 0.000 0.000
0. 1 .0 0000e+02 2.0000000e-02 4.0000000e.03

-1.O0000Oe-01-02.0000000.-01-3.0000000e-01-1 .1000000e+00
1.0000000o+06 2.0000000e*06 3.0000000e+06 1.1000000e-07
sho 7p 6 4 MASSI 0.000 0.000 0.000
0. 1.0000000e.02 2.0000000e.02 4.0000000*.03

-1.0000000.-01-2.0000000e-01-3 .00000OOo-01-1 .1000000.400
1.0000000oe06 2.0000800e.08 3.0000000e.06 1. 1600000e+07

sho Sp 6 4 MASSI 0.000 0.000 0.000
0. - 1.0000e00002 2.0000000e.02 4.0000000..03

-1 .0000000e-01-2.0000000.-01-3.0000000.-01-1 .1000000e.00
1.0000000e+06 2.0000000e-06 3.0000000e-06 1.1000000e-07
sho 9p 9 1 DELV 1.000--12 2.000.+06 0.000
sholOp 10 4 WATEI 0.000 0.000 0.000
0. 1 .0000000*02 2.0000000**02 3 .0000000*.03
1. 1000000e.00 1 .000000,00 9.0000000e-Ol l.0000000e-01
2. 0000000e.05 1.20000000.06 1.4000000o+06 3.0000000e-06
shollwel 0 2 DELV 1.000e-12 0.000 100.
shol2wel O0 - O DELV 2.000--12 1.000-06 100.

7..

7 8 9 1O 11 13 14 16 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

Figure 4. Disk files generated for Problem I (continued).
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(d) File SAVE.

INCON -- INITIAL OWNDTIONS FOR 22 ELEMENTS AT TIME 1.876000..63
F I 5.00000000.-Cl
1 .0266379604009e*06 9.9846400241964e-01 2.3S39?699347G55.01

F 2 5.00000000.-Ol
7.9164034812709e.05 2 .6079600502834*-03 I .6998002625204.+02
F 3 6.60000000e-02
7 .8016264317516e+06 1 .0104286762484e*02 1. 1942096433908.-06
F 4 5.00000000.-Ol
9.5671037097371e+06 3.0918987969176e*02 3.2324161456927e-03

F 5 E .000000t'00-02
9.6372697201S36*.06 2.6050114668019o-03 1 .60306697'15561e+V2

VF 8 50080000.-rl
9 .167022857770e.06'9.9933228112-498..01I 9.9999999999999e-tl
F 7 5.600000000-01

D.76036723286056e.06-2 .735U354669631*..03 2.10092427319426..6I
F 8 6.00000000.-Cl
S .6383096486536..06 5 .08082S2264SO9e-03 2. 9954956076666*#V2

F 9 6.000000000-01
2.6712181800646e*06 3.6384474005122..02 2.7427614274476o-02

F 20 - E.006000000.-0l
2 .091473SS38840e.06 9.9098637309143.-Cl 2. 1464668621903..12

sho 1 5.00000000e-01
4 .6791562629006e*06 9 .6291809144394e-81 .2.9473853079520..02

*ho 2 5.00000000e-0l
4 .'000000000000e.06 5.0000000000000.-St '2 .00000000000Oe0e2

sho 3 5.000060000.-Cl
1 .OM24116143469..06 7 .21e6920098922*-O2 1 .1014S62072662..02

Z"t .4 6.2000000eo-61
2 1 0052420143469e.06 7.219S920098922.-el 1 .9024561072662..02

sho C S.eO0000000e-01
1 .1062410143469,e.e6 7 .21SS920096922e-02 1 .60145610726e2e*02

sho 6 6.00000000.-el
3.4516159417.657.41416176310309e-11 0. 7730664977636e#01

sho 7 S.W0000000.0-02
3.4661GOI590417e.05 7 .414le'17630309e-01 9.7730684977036..01

,she S S ."60000"0-8I
3 .4691901690417..O5 7 .4141817930309e-Dl 9.773066497793"61.S
sho 9 S.6000M00.-02

* 1 ~.2930616375266e*06 6 .9357943S54391e-01 1 .9136077987013..62
sholO .600000000e-02
* 6.6397793754372e*06 1 .0764756348147e-C1 2.7964939266539e.02
st001 1 6 .W0000000.-0l
3.3331 1508167?77.06 3. 4824202657335e-03 2. 3974962305756e*02
shol2 5 .00000000e-e1
1. 11343S5711348..66 9.987939437302Be*151 S.67806546685S8.-26

4 22 2 60. 2.67SV00000..03

Figure 4. Disk files generated for Problem I (continued).
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I
0

a
a

00 a 0 000 0 a
0 0 a a 0 a a

0 0 0 0 0 00 O000
0 a a a a a 0 0

0 o00 000 0 a

0
no

0 0 0 0 0 a
0 00 00 0 0 a
0 000 0 0 a
a 0 0 0 0 a
0 0 0 00 0000

@0 00oo000 0 00 0 0 0 @0 O
0 0 a a a 0 O0 0 a a 0 a a
0oto a a a a 0 a a 0 a ooo
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 00 0 a a
0 0 a 0 00 0 0 00 @0 0001

tOUCH IS A PROGRAM FOR TWO-PHASE TWO-COMPONENT FLOW OF WATER AND AIk, INCLUDING HEAT FLOW.

IT WAS DEVELOPED BY K. PRUESS AT LAWRENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY,

SUMMARY PF OPTIONAL PILES

tile *VES1H exIsts --- open as an old file
tile *INCON6 exists --- open as an old file
tile *CENER* exists --- open as an old file
tile *SAVE* does not exist --- open as a new file
file *LINEQd exists --- open's an old file

PItOLEM TITLE: &SAMI CODt bEMONSTRATION: PHASE TRANSITIONS, COMPONENT (DIS-)APPEARANCtS

DOMAIN NO. I MATERIAL NAME -- TRANS
DOMAIN NO. 2 MATERIAL NAVE -- SHOME
elite file &MESH* from INPUT data
elite file *INCONO from INPUT data
*rite file *CENERe tron INPUT data

t*NORE UNKNOWN GENERATION OPtION *FUNY* AT ELEMENT *sh. 2* SOURCE OP 2*
*MESH. HAS 22 ELEMENTS AND 3 CONNECTIONS (INTERFACES) BETWEEN THEM
60ENER0 HAS 15 SINKS/SOURCES

I

t1gure 5. Printed output tor Problem 1.
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1-**.^*.4 ttVOLUVE- AND MASS-RALANCEt ...4..***h-***-*.A*A..E**a-e..e.- .................................................... -.....

******... * tKCYC.ItER : t 0° * **0* THE TIME IS S. SECONDS. OR 0. DAYS

PHASE VOLUttS IN PLACE
CAS 4.99S60e*01 M.3; LIQUID t.00500..04 M**3

MASS IN PLACE
GAS 1.42831*043 KG; LIQUID J .019SIo#66 KG; AIR 5.63833e.02 KG; VAPOR b.643S8e.02 KG; LIQUID WATER 8.91951e406 KG

NO CONVEROFNCE At r 1,11 --- DtLTEX - t.f000a02 MAX. RES. 3.93495*00 AT tLEMENT *sho 9* EQUAtION 2
SSSSSIStSISS LIQUID PHASE tVOLVES AT ELEMENT .P 1t tSSSS PS= 1.20568e*04 PSATS 2.33989e.03
SSSSS$SSSSSISSSS GAS PHASE EVOLVES AT ELEMENT *F so 13183 XAIR= 6.79817e-04 PX= 2.40507e+06 PC= 4.326688e06
SSSSSSSSSSSSlSSS GAS PHASE EVOLVES AT ELEMENT oF 7- S333S XAIR= 1.00188e-04 PX=. 3.22602e*06 PC= 6.24952e.05
NO CONVERGENCE At 1 2121 DELTEX rn 1.000000402 MAX. RES. = 8.63094e-1 At ELEMENT *sho 9* EQUAtION 2
NO CONVERGENCE AT t 1. 3 --- DELTEX = 1.00000.+02 MAX. RES. = 8.10495.-03 AT ELEMENT *sho 9g EQUATION 2
F 1( 1, 4) St a 1.0000e0e02 DT = 1.MM00OO+02 DX1- 2.346870..3 DX2- -1.9000Aft t 20.00= P : 102347. S = 9.99928e-Ol

Plgure 5. Printed output ror Problem 1 (continued).
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I.

l*SAMl* CODE DEMONSTRATION: PHASE tOANSITIONS, COMPONENT (DIS-)APPEARAPCES

OUTPUT bATA AFTER ( t, 4)-2-TIME STEPS THE TIME IS 1..1541e-03 DAYS

TOTAL TIME RCYC ITER ITERC KON OXIM DX2M 0x3M (4AX.. RES. NIER k&E DELTEX
1.00080..02 I ~4 4 2 1.64382.06e 9.99996a.S1 1.01MS68402: t.158320-08 19 2 1.00f000"402

OELEM. INDE P '.T so SL XAIRG XAIRL' PSAT PCAP 00DL
(PA) (DEC0-C).. (PA) (PA) (kG/M*&3) (KG/M**3)

F 1 1.0235.060 2.00066401 9.9993e-el 7.16010-O5 9.0565e-el 1.6090%-06 2.337bs*03 0. 1.2096e.06 9.9832.0402
F 2 8 .44 10o.05 1.6999.402 80. l.Ooeo..0e 5. 0. 7.9179..05 6. 0.. 9.9734e*02
F 3 3 1.0576o*06 9.9591n,60t. 6.5930,-04 9.9934.-61 19:432,.-02 9.3976.-ST 9.98568..4 0. 6.dd420-01 9.58420.02

r 4 4 9.80661a46 3.0990.49*2 9.99277.-S 7.3379^-84 3.V624*-03 4.7995o-QJ6 9.8562e406 0. 6.4629**0i1 R.9093aoP2
F S S 2.6438e*06 1.50006e.02 3.7349,-04 9.9963.-6l 9.7638e-el 4.0896,-04 1.0152o.05 0. 2.4327..*01 9.5931e*02
F 6 8 9.9S66",.06 9-.9984,0401 1 I f~%&6 0 .0000E"400 0. 1.0~o.s 0 .127a.05 0'. 9.294?..01 5.
F 7 .7 6.1870.405 2.00O5e.01 2.3587e-04 9.99066-Si 9.9764.-0i 9.9161.-11S 2.3373e.53 0. 1.34199o*00 9.9856e*192
F 8 8 9.9110e.56 2.99959e.02 ID . 1.e50ea.05 6.'" 0. 8.58656es6 0. 0. 7.1558..02
F 9 91I.5045o..0S 2.046S#9402 9.9017.-e1 9.0254o-03 2.0168.t-01 5.0023.-OS 1.193ge-.65 S. 9.13S38og-0 9. 5473..-02
F 1e 10 3.9S97**VS 2.7628e*02 1.0e06e.50 0. 0. 0.- 6.0674e*06 0. 1.8031..01 0.

sho I 11 A.4873e*065 2.5017e*.02 t.2552e-01 4.?448.0-0l 1.4193,-O1 8.013ge-06 3.9892e+06 -6.6690e*494 2.3361%..0i 1.9951e.02
she 2 12 4.5000e*06 2.6000e.02 6.00e06.-S 5.00500-fl1 1.4824,-0l 8.4045s-SB 3.9776e.e6 -6.2500ov*04 2.34153..*0i 7.9979..02
sho 3 13.4.3239soffS 2.4962e402 6.04ole-el 4.9599n-S1 1.2259.-0I 6.6207e-05 3.9124e+156 -6.3601..04 2.2393.401 0.0110..02
sho 4 14 4.3239e.*06 2.4902e*02 t.0401,-SI 4.9599o-0l 1.2259s-0i 5.6257.o-0S 3.9124.e*6 -6.3001o*04 2.2393,4901 9.01IS..02
%ho 6 1N 4.3239o.06 2.4902,402 9.0401,-01, 4.96999.-Ot 1.2259.-SI 6.6207.q-05 3.9124oeS5 -6.3001t9404 2.2393.401 fl.01100.A?

she a 16 4.4764.,.58 2.4971.4902 6.e465.-Ol 4.9595,-Si 1.4790.-Si 8.334ge-05 3.9593oo.06 -6.3008e.504 2.3331%-Ol 9.0021t%402
she 7 17 4.4764e*06 2.4971.402 6.040ge-SI 4.9595.-S1 1.d?90e-Ol 8.33490-065 3.9583e+.56 -6.3006e*04 2.833?..*01 8.0021o*02

sho 8 18 4.4764e+06 2.4971e.52 6.0406g-el 4.9595oo-01 i.419oe-oi 8.3349e-05 3.9583e+06 -6.3efta+04 2.333?7..S1 8.0021e*02
sho 9 19 3.2791e*016 2.3713#9*02 5.5068.9-Si 4.4932n-Ol 4.0001#t-02 1.6639e-05 3.1019"406 -6.8834e.+04 1.66880+0l 8.1772P462

shale 20 d.5462e*06 2.5026,402 4.7289.-Ol 9.27lt1.-Ol 1.6466.-6I 8.8714.-OS 3.99488*06 -5.9111..S4 2.374d,.01 7.9945..402

shell 21 A.5429"415 2.3994,402 0. 1.000004400 P. 0. :3.3441^406 0. 0). 8.1490.407

,qha12 22 3.29967".08 0.99710401 0. I.00000400 0). 0. 1.012244.S6 0. 0. w.R.0

I

Pigure 5. Printed output ror Problem 1 (continued).
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1 &SAIAt. CODE DtMONSTRATI6t4: PHASE TRiRNSMtONS, COMPONENT (01S-) APPEARANCtS

. . k~~1CYC I - ITER = 4 - tIMEt = 1.06000e*02

SELEMENT S OUR CE INDtX

F I AIR8 I
F S *ELS0 2
F 9 HOT S 3
F 18 COL.S 4
shol 0 1
sho 3 p 3 8
sho4 4 7
sho~ p 5 8
sh@8 p a
sho? 7 83 to
shog It 1
sho9 12
shol~io 13
sholl i~I 0 14
sho12 wel I a 1l

... ** SOURCE sweI f9

O4E$OAttoN RATE
(kG0/S) OR (W)

-1 .55000.-02
2AT a-.5220e.01

EN4TIALPY
(J/KO)

FF (GAS) FF(LIQ;) ; P m)
*(PA)

9. 89208%54
1.34329%.08 0.

2.47935e*06 9.88745.-Si
2.4?935a*06 9.88745.-SI

1.50000.040 S.
1.50000.0+3 5*

2. 70180..58 9.99134.-SI1
1 . 1SSS00e.5
1.03741e.58 0.
4.21338a*05 S.
KG/S FLOWINO ENTHALPY

1 .5008e.080

0.
S.
1 .3254 9e-02
1 .32S49"-02
1.3254go-Of
S.
0. .
S. I
8.6594se-04 I .0e06"608

1 .060050e.0 I .8?0526*06
1 *5555.5f1 .65060e.S

a 7.62092.s58 .J/KC .4

'I

ooooooooooooohlooooooooouoooooocoouuo oooooooooaaoooaaaaaauoeaooooooooooaaoaaoeuoonnnooooooooooooeeooooooooooooooo

figure 5. Printed output ror Problem 1 (continued).
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- I

l*SAMi. CODE MEMONOsRAtUON: PHASE TRANSITIONS, COMPONENT (DIS-)APPEARANCES

OUTPUT bATA AFtER ( 4,;' 4)-2-TI4E STEPS .I THE tIME IS 2.17014e-02 DAYS

oooooao~oo~oooo~oooohoo~oooofoaooo~ooooooooooooooooooooo~ooooooooooooooooooooo~ooo ee ooooooooo oooooooooooooo

TOTAL TlIt KCYC iTMR ZTERC KON DX1M DX2M bxa3 MAX. RES. NER kER DELTEX

1.87500..03 4 4 22 2 1.70340.+08 5.82317a.01 6.63089046. i 7'2.6036e5-06 13 2 3.750606e02

OELEM. tNDEX P T SC SL XAIRG XAIRL; PSAT PCAP bc DL

(PA) (DECC: (PA) (PA) (kOa/M.3) (KG/M**3)

F 1 1 1.02866-0S 2.0360o+01 9.9846.-el 1.53800-03 9.8538.-01 1.8133e-OS 2.AO914403 0. 1.2077.o00 9.9825.-02

F 2 '2 7.9164"405 1.6998..02 1.6080o-03 9.9839o-Ol 6.3954e-14 5.3942.-18 7.9164e.05 0. 4.i209.400 8.9732e-02
F 3 3 7.8016e.eG 1.0104e.02 0. 1.0000.00 0. 1.1942e-0S 1.0S66e040 e. o. 9.6105.02
F 4 4 9.567l<406 3.0919,402 i.06o00000 O. 3.2324e-03 0. 9.7614*e06 0. S.1834e-01 0.
F 5 B 9.6373a408 l.0131e*02 2.5050e-03 9.9749.-fl 9.9326a-0l 1.5332.-03 1.0244e.05 0. 8.9636e.01 9.6244e,02
F 6 6 9.8187.408 9.9933.01 I.00ee0e+00 0. 1.0050.+00 0. . 1.0108..05 0. 9.1653e#01 0.
F 7 7 9.7037.40f 2.0092..01 2.7358e-03 9.9726.-Ol 9.9985a-01 1.65994-03 2.3500e*03 0. 1.1625.402 1.e026a#03
F 8 6 8.5383e.06 2.9956..02 5.0808.-03 9.9492e-Sl 8.3256e-14 7.6718.-17 8.5383.e.f 0. 4.6849#-01 1.13156o02
P 9 9 2.8711,.08 3.6384o*02 I.000et+.0 0. 2.1418o-02 O. - I.9660.+07 0. 1.0354.40l 0.

F 10 10 2.09165.06 2.1466e402 9.90o99-61 9.0136.-03 i.929go-12 4.3214.-IS 2.5915.*06 0. 1.10497401 8.4710..02

sho I 11 A.5792.406 2.6474o*02 9.8292.-Si 1.7082*-02 1.6742.-02 4.3960.-et 4.3069s.6. -1.0000e*05 2.3494,*01 7.9240e*02

sho 2 12 4.s000.408 2.6000.*02 5.e000.-8i 5.0000,-01 1.4824o-0I 8.404S1-0S 3.9776ow.0 -6.2060*0e4 2.3463. 01 7.9979..n2

sho 3 13 1.0062.406 1.8016*.02 7.2188.-Sl 2.7814.-Sl 3.18920-04 3.45678.-09 1.ee060.*0 -9.0232a404 5.1781.400 9.867s5+02

sho 4 14 1.0062eo408 1.80ise*02 7.2106e-0i 2.1814o-Ol 3.1892e-04 3.4576a-08 1.0060.*06 -9.0232e*04 5.1181.400 8.8675o*02

sho 5 1S 1.0062e408 1.8015.402 7.2186.-Sl 2.7814e-01 3.1892o-04 3.45760-08 l.o0060a+6 -9.0232..04 5.17Bl1,40 8.867s.+02

sho 6 16 3.4652,s40 9.7731,401 7.4142.-Si 2.5858.-Si 8.1106.-6i 4.0726.-OS 9.3387e.04 -9.2677.404 2.9312.e+0 9.5987,*02

sho 7 1? 3.4652"*05 9.7731.e01 7.4142,-0i 2.5858.-Si 8.1106a-al 4.0725*-0S 9.3387e.04 -9.2877e*04 2.9312e.00 9.5987a.02

sho R 18 3.4652,.05 9.7731.^#0 7.4142P-01 2.5868.-SI 6.1106.-0l 4.072S6-0 9.3387*044 -9.2677a404 2.9312..00 9.5987P402

sho 9 19 1.2931n.08 1.9136.*802 6.9358.-01 3.0842.-SI 3.8194e-04 5.395l.-0s 1.2927..08 -8.6497,404 6.6839%400 9.7453o*02

sholo 20 8.6398.408 2.1985a*02 1.076g.-Si 8.9235.-SI 3.0083a-ol 3.6251.-04 8,38630406 -1.3456e404 4.7201.401 7.5486.e02

sholl 21 3.3331.e06 2.3975e*02 3.4824o-03 9.9862.-6l 3.0320e-14 1.1987e-Il 3.3331+e06 -4.3530e.02 1.6689e..0 8.1397.e02

shol2 22 1.1134e.0e 9.9879h-01 0. 1.5000.e0o 0. 6.678le-28 1.0089e.05 e. 0. 9.6870e.02

I

Pigute 5. Printed output for Problem I (continued).
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0.2 Problem No. 2 - 1-D Infiltration

Here we consider infiltration into a semi-infinite tube of partially saturated

soil. Philip (1955) obtained a semi-analytical solution for this problem, using a

--fimilarity transformation.method. Detailed specifications were given in a report

by Ross et al., (1982), who proposed this problem as a benchmark case for

numerical simulators.

The TOUGH input deck is shown in Figure 6. The infiltration boundary is

-- -represented-by means of -a very large element (LBO), whose nodal distance we set

to a small-non-wo value, ito-avoid relative permeability at the boundary to be

..- taken from the downstream element Fl. The solution obtained by Philip (1955)

treats the gas phase as a passive spectator at constant pressure. We enforce this

approximation by placing around the soil tube a Ting of very large volume, which

we assign.a pressure.of P = 1 bar. Figure .7.shous-that-the simulated-results

agree well with the semi-analytical solution (plotted from the data given by Ross

et al., 1082).
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*SAM2*
ROCKS
TUBES
BOUND
RING

I
.1

PROBLEM 4.1 OF ROSS ET AL. (1982) ... 1-D INFILTRATION AFTER PHILIP

2385. .4S
2650. .4S

2 2650.

.333
0.

.45

-. 1
.a33

1.2E-14
1.2E-14
1.2*-14

1.
1.

1.045
1.045
1.045

1030.
10000.

1.e4

0.

PARAM
..- - 2 .. ISet -zeooooe020 608 00WOO000000000

9504.0 -1.
- I.El S.EI 2.!E2
1.E-S 1.E-S

1. ES
START
RPCAP

1
I

TIMES
3
8.64E2

ELEME
LS 0
F 1 39
R 1 39

CONNE
LB OF 2
F IF 2
F IR 1

INCON
LB 0

R 1 39

F I
1.E3

.56 20.

1.
1.

1.E-7

.333
9.79020E3

i .E3
6.184E3

;BOUND
ITUSES
IRING

-.1
.333

9.504E3

1 .ESO
S.E-3
1.ESO

0.

I
as 1 1 1
39 1 1 1

I.e6
1
1.ES

1 .e-10
.0026
.0025

-.0025
.0025
.0

1.
1.

10.

0.
0.
0.

20.

20. 1.

ENDCY

Figure 6. TOUGH input deck for Sample Problem 2.
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Figure 7. Liquid Saturation Profiles for Problem 2.
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9.3 Problem No. 3 - 2-D Infiltration

Ross et al. (1982) proposed detailed specifications for a two-dimensional

infiltration problem which includes gravity effects. The problem involves a rec-

tangularsection of soil 10 centimeters high and 15 centimeters long. The top -4

centimeters of the left boundary are held at a specified capillary pressure head ik

= 6 - z (6 cm < z < 10 cm). The right boundary is kept at constant (initial)

--capillary pressure head of -90 cm. All other boundaries are "no flow." The con-

stant pressure head boundary conditions are realized in the TOUGH simulation

by. means.of-appropriate-volume..elements added at the periphery.>of the -flow

domain- -F.igure.- gives:a schematic 'of. the problem,- and explains the nomencla-

- i- tweused for the grid elements.- The TOUGH input deck is shown in Figure 9,

.... and.F.igures 10.and 11 present plots of. computed results at a time of 0.508 days

(8 time steps).
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Left Boundary
Elements

LB
Column Labels

Right Boundary
Elements

RB
J K L M N OA BC DE FG HI

..E

0
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.5
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I
IO
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17'

101
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v
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I I
12 14

Horizontal Distance

XEL 8511-12637

Figure 8. Flow Geometry and Discretization for Sample Problem 3.
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I*SAM3* PROBLEM 4.2 OF ROSS ET AL. (19R2) ... 2-D INFILTRATION WITH GRAVITY
ROCKS
SOIL 2385. .45 1.2E-14 1.9 1030.
BOUND 26Me. .46 1.2E-14 1.9 10000.

PARAM
1 14 S00 180000000000000 1

43891.2 -1. A 10 .9.80665
I.E2 9.E2 2.E3 I.E4

I.e-S 1. 1.E-7
1.ES .60 20.

RPCAP
1 .333 -.1 1.

- 9.7M20E3 .333 1.
START
GENER

ELEME
tB 1 3 Ifl1nD l.ESO
A 1 9 ISOIL i.E-4
a I 9 1SOIL I.E-4
C 1 9 ISOIL I.E-4
D 1 9 ISOIL I.E-4
E 1 9 ISOIL I.E-4
F 1 9 ISOIL I.E-4
G 1 9 ISOIL i.E-4
H 1 9 ISOIL i.E-4

.I 1 9 ISOIL I.E-A
J 1 9 2SOIL I.E-4

K 1 9 150IL I.F-4
L . 9 lISOIL I.E-4
U 1 9 1SOIL 1.E-4
N 1 9 ISOIL I.E-4
O 1 9 ISOIL 1.E-4
R 1 9 IOULND 1.ESO

CONNE
LB 1A 1 3 1 1 1 I.E-10 .00 . .01 0.
A is 1 9 1 1 1 .0050 .00F0 .01 0.
B IC 1 .9 1 1 1 .0e05i .005 .01 0.
C ID 1 9 1 1 1 .0060 .005 .l 0.
D IE 1 9 1 1 1 .0050 .005 .01 0.
E IF 1 9 1 I I .00s0 .005 .01 0.
F 1C 1 9 1 1 1 .0e50 .005 .0)1 0.
C 19 1 9 1 I 1 .0020 .00r' .01 0.
H 11 1 9 1 1 1 .061S .006 .01 0.
I 1i 1 9 1 1 1 .00"0 .005 .1 0.
J 1K 1 9 1 1 1 .0050 .005 .01 0.
K 1L 1 9 1 1 1 .&es .005 .01 0.
L IM I 9 1 1 I .0060 .006 .01 0.
V IN I 9 1 1 1 .o~-e .015 .01 0.
N 10 1 9 1 1 1 .oew .eos .01 0.
n IRS 1 9 1 2 2 .OOO I.E-1O .01 0.
A IA 7 a 1 1 I .00f0 .0050 .0.1 1.
a 18 2 e 1 1 1 .090s .0050 .01 1.
C IC 2 8 1 1 1 .0050 .005O .0: 1.
D 1D 2 E 1 1 1 .0050 .0050 .01 1.
E 1E 2 a 1 1 1 .0050 .or0o .01 1.
F IF 2 6 1 1 1 .0050 .0050 .01 1.
G 16 2 B 1 1 1 .0050 .0050 .01 1.
44 1N 2 6 I 1 I .EI0.0 .0a0 .01 1.
I 11 2 8 I I 1 .0ar.e .0.10 .01 1.
J IJ 2 G I I I .0050 .00se .01 1.
K 1( 2 8 1 1 1 .P0OW .0060 .01 1.
L I- 2 8 1 1 1 .0050 .00so .01 i.
u IV 2 6 1 1 1 .0050 .0050 .02 1.
N IN 2 1 I 1 ."O5 .00so5 .01 1.
0 10 2 8 1 1 1 .00os .00e0 .e 1. ;

INCON
LB 1

I.E6 .02333 20.
LB 2

].E5 .01667 20.
LB 3

l.ES .020 20.
to 4

1.Es .00333 20.
RB 1 9 1

I.E5 .600 20.

ENDCY

Figure 9. TOUGH input deck for Problem 3.
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Figure 10.
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Liquid Saturations alter 0.508 Days for Problem 3.
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XBL 6511-12620

Figure 11. Capillary Pressure Profiles after 0.508 Day for Problem 3.
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0.4 Problem No. 4 - Flow to a Geothermal Well

Garg (1878) developed a seml-analytical theory for radial flow to a geother-

-. .ral well, which accounts for phase -transitions and propagating boiling fronts. He

-presented simulated results for production at a constant rate of 14 kg/s from a

100 m thick reservoir that is initially in single phase liquid conditions of T

300 C, P = 90 bars. In response to production pressures drop to the saturated

vapor pressure, and a boiling front moves out into the reservoir. A slightly

modified version of Garg's problem was later.used in -a code comparison study of

geothermal reservoir simulators (Stanford Geothermal Program, 1980). Detailed

-- a ..pro~blem specifications -are- given -in the indicated references, or can be read off the

'TOUGH input deck as shown In Figure 12. The computational mesh consists of

410 grid 'blocks -with AR= 1 -m, and an additional 40 grid blocks with

.-ARj+
1
=aARj out to.an..outer. radius..of.2000..m. Simulated pressures in the

wellbock (element AAI) are plotted versus time in Figure 13. The agreement

with Garg's results is excellent.
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*SAU4- CARC'S PROBLEM (CF. PAPER SPE-7479): FLOW TO A GEOTHERMAL WELL
ROCKS
LAY 1 2650. .20 I.E-14 4.20 1000.

START
PARAM

I -so

2.

680003000000000030
-1. AA I

9.e. 300.
RPCAP

3
1

ELEME
AA I
AA .2
AA 3
AA 4
AA 6

AA 7AA 7
AA 8
AA 9
AA 10
AA 11
AA 12
AA 13
AA 14
AA 15
AA 16
AA 17
AA 18
AA 19
AA 20
AR 21
AA 22
AR 23
AA 24
AA 25
AA 26
AA 27
AA 26
AR 29
AA 30
AR 31
AA 32
AA 33
AR 34
AR 35
AA 36
AA 37
AA 38
AR 39
AA 40
AA 41
AA 42
AA 43
AA 44
AR 45
AA 46
AR 47
AR 4!
AA 49
AA -60

60
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY
* LAY
LAY
LAY
LAY

1
I
I
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
I

1
I
I
I
I
I
2
1
I

I

I
I

I

10 40
3. 142..02
9.425..02
1.671.403
2. 1 99..03
2. 8274#03
3. 4590#03
4 .084..03
4 .712e.03
6.341..03
5. 969e*03
7 .634e*03
9.797..03
I .261e*04
1 .627e*04
2. 106..04
2.731..04
3.549e.44
4.620**04
6.026..04
7.66P..04
IX~29e+05
1.347e*05
1.766e*CS
2.316o*05
3.042e*05
L3.996e+05
L6.253e+05
i6.909..05
L9.092e*05

i 1.197..06
1 1.676.4&06
i2,077**06
IL2.737**06
I 3.607..06
I 4.756e*06
I 6.271e+06
IL8.271e.06
I 1.091*+07
I 1.439**07
I 1.699e+07
1 2.505..07
1 3.306e.07
IL4.363e*07
I 5.766..07
I 7.600..07
I I.003e*08
1 3.374**08
I 1.746*+08
I 2.307e.0B
1 3.046..08

0.00000 2000.000

Figure 12. TOUGH input deck for Sample Problem 4.
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CONNE
AA IAA 2
AA 2AA 3
LAA 3AA 4

-AA 4AA S
AA SAA 6
AA SAA 7
AA 7AA 6
AA BAA 9
AA 9AA 10
AA IOAA 11
AA llAA 12
AA 12AA 13
AA 13AA 14
LA 14AA 15
AA ISAA 16
AA 16AA 17
AA 17AA 16
AA 1SAA 19
AA I1AA 20

'AAW2OA 21.
LA 21AA 22
LA 22AA 23
AA 23AA 24
AA 24AA 25
-A 2SAA 26
AA 26AA 27
AA 27AA 28
AA 28AA 29
AA-29AA 30
AA 30AA 31
AA 31AA 32
AA 32AA 33

AA 33AA 34
AA 34AA 35
AA 3SAA 36
AA 36AA 37
AA 37AA 38
AA 38AA 39
AA 39AA 40
AA 40AA 41
AA 4IAA 42
AA 42AA 43
AA 43AA 44
AA 44AA 45
AA 46AA 46
AA 46AA 47
AA 47AA 48
AA 48AA 49
AA 49AA 50

2 5.000.-Cl1

2 5.000e-Oi
1I5.000.-Si

16.6000.-S

I .500.-Si1

I 1:5.0+0.-

16.6902.-S
12 7.58e.-0

12. 1.151.t0
- 1 14122.00

14.016.500
14.617e.#CO
IS 2.6.sq00
I23.049.S00

1 .0497..00
19.4.S8e500

1 .617..S0

129.229e.SS
11.03.711*C
1 1.2214s*1
I14. 603e.S
I1S.612..01
1 I.4852e.S

127.433e+01

I2S.023e*01

12 2.28e+02

B .000.-O1
; .000.-0
6 .0000-0i
5.000.-el
S .000.-Si
5.500.-Si
5.000.-Si
5.000.0-Si
5.000.-Si
6.745.-0I
C .602.-Oi
7.685.-Si
8. 716.-Si
1 .002eS00
1 .Ii1.eS00

: .322.500
I .6i90.S0
1 .746e*00
2 .006e.00
2.3050600
2 .649eS00
3 .043..SS
3 .497.S00
4 .01B..00
4 .617.S00
6. 355 .00
6 .096e.00
7 .*05..e0
8 94 9..00
9.249.S00
1 .063..S1
1 .221..01
1 .403e+0i
I .612e*01
I .652.u0i
2. 129e*01
2. 446e*Cl
2.6i0e*S1
3 .229*.S1
3.711e+0i
4.264**01
4.6999..01
6 .629..Sl
'6. 468o*0l
7.433..01
9. 540..03
9 .813..Si
1. 128.e.02
1. 296e*02

6. 263*+02
I .267e*03
1 .8850.03
2.61 3e*63
3.142**03
3.7750.53
4 .398e*03
6. 527e.03
S .665o.*03
6. 263e.53
7 .05e05.3
7.835e0.3
I9.788e.03
9 .683e+03
1 .114..-04
12.269e.54
2 .426..604
2 .616*.44
1 .836..54
2.087e*04
2. 377e.04
2. 710e.54
3 .092..04
3 .632..S4
4.037.*44
4 .617.040
5 .284*.04
6 .060..04
6.i 9300+04
7 .941e*04
9. 104e+04
3.1 44e.05
1.197**05

..374e.05
1 .576..05
1.809.405
2.077+055
2.384.055
2.73?e.05
3 .143e*VS
3 .659e.S5
4. 146e#06
4 .76i..05
5 .468e.05
6 .2S1oI.SS
7.215..55
6 .288..SS5
9.521*+05
1 .094e"56

CENER
LA IPRO 1

INCON

END CY

MASS -14.

Figure 12. TOUGH input deck for Sample Problem 4 (continued).
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9

- Tough

0 Garg's Results,

.g 7 -\
0~

6 -

1 10 10o lo, 104 10

Tnme (seconds)

XBL 8511-12615

Fligure 13. Wellblock Pressures for Problem 4.
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9.5 Problem No. 5 - Waste Package in a Partially Saturated Medium

A study of thermohydrological conditions near high-level nuclear waste pack-

ages.emplaced in a partially saturated fractured medium was recently made by

Pruess, Tsang, and Wang (1985). These authors -used an experimental version of

the TOUGH code which takes effects of vapor pressure lowering into account.

The present problem is similar to the one studied by Pruess et al., except that

vapor pressure lowering effects are ignored.

Figure 14 shows the highly idealized geometry of the flow system. We con-

ider. 'an 'infibite linear string of waste packages, which is intersected by a set of

-plane,-parallel fractures at.a spacing of.O22 m. The formation parameters used

--in this study are listed in Table 8. Most of these parameters were taken from a

compilation of Hayden et -al. (1983). We wish to emphasize that these parame-

-Hters were chosen here to define a test case with large fracture and small matrix

permeability; they do.. not necessarily. represent conditions expected for a

hypothetical nuclear waste repository at Yucca Mountain.

Because of the symmetry of the problem it is only necessary to model a 0.11

m thick section (see Figure 14). The parameters of the two-dimensional compu-

tational grid are given in Table 9, and part of the TOUGH input deck (excluding

the data blocks ELEME and CONNE) is shown in Figure 15. For convenience

we ha1ve multiplied all -volumes and interface areas in blocks ELEME and

CONNE by a factor 4.5/0.11, so that our calculation is normalized to one waste

package (assumed to be 4.5 m long). The time-dependent heat generation data

were obtained from Hayden et al. (1983). The initial conditions reflect assumed

suction equilibrium between matrix and fractures; these conditions were obtained

by running a two-element matrix-fracture problem with S matr,,=8Vo to equili-

brium. Gravity effects were ignored.
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We ran the problem for 75 time steps (t = 51.4 days). Calculated results

vre shown in Figures 16 and 17. For comparison we have also plotted results

obtained from a one-dimensional radial low calculation in which fracture effects

-,,were ignored.

Our results are similar to those reported by Pruess et al. (1985) for a case

with vapor pressure lowering. A detailed discussion of physical phenomena

observed in the simulation is given in the paper by Pruess et al., and will not be

- repeated here.

IN
'IO

0.22 m

0.Ilm
-p_

in

Not to scale

X8L847- 9831

Figure 14. Idealized Geometry for Sample Problem 5.
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Table 8: Formation Parameters for Sample Problem 5

Matrix

* -rock grain density
-rock specific beat
rock heat conductivity
porosity
permeability
suction pressure
relative permeability to liquid
(van Genuchten, 1980)

relative.permeability .to gas

=, 2550 kg/m 3

CR = 768.8 J/kg*C
K -1.6 W/m*C
1.= 10.3%
km = 32.6 x 10" m2

Ps, (SI) = -1.393 (SEF 1/X 1)1- MPa
krL (Sl) = V/SEF [1 - (1-SEF 1/\)X ]2

where SEF = (SI. - SI ,)I(1 - Si ),
St = 9.6 x 104, X = 0.45
krg (SI) = 1 - k,

Fractures (one set)

sperture
porosity
spacing

..average continuum permeability
permeability per fracture*
equivalent continuum porosity
suction pressure
relative permeability to liquid
relative permeability to gas

6= 2 mm
Of= 20%
D =.22 m
If 0U13 m2

kf Fte *f D/6 llx 1R-2 m2

__ t f/)D = 0.182%
P,,, (SO) =- -5W (.0099 - SI )/.0099 MPa
krl (St) =(S. - 0.00)/0.99

krg (SO) = I - St

Initial Conditions

temperature T = 26*C
pressure P = 105 Pa (m 1 bar)
liquid saturation in matrix St im = 80% (suction
liquid saturation in Iractures S , r = .0098783674683 equilibrium)

- *Note that we do not imply a parallel-plate model for the fractures;
k iS less than the parallel plate permeability (Of 5) 2/12 = 1.33 x 10 iM2 .
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Table 9: Grid Specifications for Problem 5.

The grid extends from the wall of the canister (r ,0.25 in) out to r 300 m, at
which distance boundary conditions of T - 26 C, P = I bar, Si - 0.80 are main-
tained. Discretization in r - direction is made with a series of concentric cylinders
with the following radii.

grid radius grid radius grid radius
element (m) element (m) element (m)

1 .2700 17 3.096 31 38.49
2 .3050 18 3.563 32 r 45.24

.-_..-83 60 . .19 . 4.465 . 33 53.12
4 A359 20 5.517 34 62.33
5 ;5159 21 6.747 35 73.07
6 .6075 22 8.182 36 85.62
7 .7.124 23 9.857 37 100.3
8 8326 24 11.81 38 117.4
9 .9702 25 14.10 39 137.3
10 1.128 26 16.76 40 160.6
11 1.308 27 19.88 41 187.8
12 1.515 28 23.51 42 219.6
13 1.751 29 27.75 43 256.7
14 2.023 30 32.71 44 300.0
15 2.334
16 2.689

In z-direction we discretize into four layers, the first of which represents (half of) the fracture:

thickness
layer (m)

A lx 1e
B 4x 103
C 1.5 x 104

D 9. x1
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*SAM5. Waste Package in Partially Saturated Fractured Porous
ROCKS
FRACT 2 2560. .20 21.E-12 11.E-12 11.E-12

1.60 .26
1 1.E-2 0. 1. 1.
2 S.ES 0.CE-4 .0099

WTUFF 1 2560. .103 3.2631E-173.2631E-173.2631E-17
1.60 .26

9UND 2 265e. .103 3.2631E-273.2631E-273.2631E-17
1.60 .26

Medium -- 2-D

1.80 768.8

1.80 768.8

1.Be .E4

START
PARAM

,- ' .'2, * 6' - 'S lo6 0X030MO 02 * 0
1.57786009-1.

- 1.-3 9.e3 2..4
-1.E-4 I.E60

1. ES

2.13.-S
AA 3

1.E-7
.20 26.

RPCAP
7
7

0.4SO00 9.18E-4 1.
0.45000 9.6E-4 7.17GE-07 S.EB 1.

TIMES
10 is I.E16 3.15676E8

3.25576E7 6.32252E7 9.4872SE72.262304ES I.S778eE82.893456E82.209032E82.524608E8
2.840184ES 3.15576E8
GENER
AA 2CAN 202 HEAT
0. .31G5760E*08 .6311620E*08 .9467280E.0S
:.1262304'E*09 .577S80E.09 '.18934SSE*09 ';2209032E.'09
.2624608E*09 .2840184E.#09 7.3l55760E.&09 ..3472336E40P
.3788912E.09 .4102488E.09 .4428064E#A59 .4733640E*09
460.49216E*09 .5364702E*B9- .S660368E*09 ..6995944E400P
'.6312520E*09, .6827098E#09 i69442S72E*V9 .726824SE.#09

* .7573824E*09 .7889400E*09 .6204976E*09 .65?0S52E+09
.6836129E*0g .9161704E+09 -.9467280E*69 .9702866E*08
.2009843E#20 .2042401E#l0 .2072958E.10 .12104616E#10
.1136074E410 .1167631E*20 .1299189E*20 .1230746E*10
.1262304E4110 .2293862E*20 .1326419E..10 .1356977E*10
.2388634E420 .1420092E*20 .2456260E*10 .1463207E.10
.151476SE.10 .1648322E*10 .1677880E*10 .1609438E*20
.2640995E*10 .18725S3E*10 .2704120E+10 .1736668E.10
.178722GE410 .2798763E410 .2030342E.10 .1961898E*10
.1693456E*10 .2925014E*20 .1956571E.10 .2988129E*10
..2019686E*20. .2051244E.120 .2082802E.10 .2114359E*10
'.2146917E*10 .2177474E410 .2209032E.210 .2240590E.*10
.2272147E410 .230370SE*10 .2336262E.20 '.2366620E*10
.2398378E*10 .242993SE*10 .2461493E*10 .2493050E*10
.2624608E*210 .2656166E*10 .2667723E.20 .2619281E*20
.2650838E*20 .2682396E.le .2713954E410 .2745521E*10
.2777089E*10 .2608626E*10 .2940184E*10 .2871742E*10
.2903299E*10 .2934657E*10 .2966414E*10 .2997972E*10
a802953CE.e20 .3061087E*20 .3092645E*10 .3124202E*10
* 31SS760E*10
.3061000E*04 .2943166E*04 .2881139E.*04 .2820726E.*04
.2761683E*04 .2704571E*04 .2648748E*04 .269437SE*04
.2641413E.*04 .2469982SE*04 .2439576E.-04 .2390627E.*04
".2342947E.04 .2296601E*04 .2251227E*04 .2207182E.04
.2164246E*04 .2122426E.04 .2081670E+04 .2042972E+04
.200329SE.+04 .296S629E.04 *1928909E.04 .1693143E.064
* 2858296E#04 .1824344E.04 . 1791262E#04 .21769028E+104

.1727620E.04 .1697015E*04 .1667192E.04 .1638131E*04

.2609811E*64 .1682213E*164 .26SS3141E*0* .1629107E.04
-21603563E.'04 .247e686E.04 1j4544VjE.6f4 .1430?S1E*04
.1407699E.04 .1386229E.04 .1363327E*04 .1342977E.04
.1321184E*04 .136085e.04 .1281096E*04 .2261813E*04
.1243012E*04 . 1224882E*04 . 1208610E*0d .1 169364E.04
.1272392E.04 *21156822E.04 .1139664E*0A .2223906E.04
.2208538E+04 .2093550E.04 .2078932E404 .e64673E*04
.1050765E*04 .1037299E.04 .1023964E*04 .1021063E-4
.9984572E*03 .986167SE.03 .974177CE403 .9624769E413
.9510599E*03 .939916SE.03 .9290455E*V3 .9184337E.03
-9080764E-03 '.1979669E*03 .180098SE*03 .676485]E-.03
.169W604E.63 .eS987IB3E.03 .9539132E*.63 .6421691E*453

* .9336107E*03 .t2S262SE.*03 .6173093E*03 .6091460E.03
.601367S&AD3 .7937690E*03 .78534 SE.03 .7790933E.03
.7720071E403 .7650826E.03 .71663161E*03 .7517029E.03
.7462392E.03 .73692 12E*03 .7327449E*03 .7267067E*03
.720803CE.03 .?160382E.e3 .70938SCE.03 .7C03641E*03
.698464 1E.03

INCON
AA 3 41 I

1.ES 0.9901216326317 26.

ENDCY

Figure 15. TOUGH input deck for Problem 5.
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Figure 16. Temperatures at a Distance R = 0.3355 m from Canister
Centerline (Problem 5).
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Figure 17. Profiles of Liquid Saturation and Gas Phase Composition
after 51.4 Days (Problem 5).
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9.6 Problem No. 6 - Heat Pipe

Heat pipes are devices which achieve large heat fluxes for small applied tem-

perature -gradients by..means of. two-phase countercurrent flow in a porous

medium (Eastman, 1968). Liquid is vaporized at the hot end, and the vapor is

driven by a pressure. gradient. towards the cold end, where it condenses, releasing

latent heat. The condensate then returns to the hot end by means of capillary

suction.

The heat pipe problem presented here includes non-condensible gas (air) and

binary diffusion of air and vapor in the gas phase. The problem therefore

engages all mass- and energy-balance equations, and flux terms, -which are present

in TOUGH. Selection of this problem was motivated by the recent publication of

a semi-analytical solution for the steady state of a heat pipe with non-condensible

gas (Udell and Fitch, .1985), which .could be used to verify the accuracy of the

TOUGH simulator for a complex problem.

The TOUGH input deck (see Figure 18) models a one-dimensional horizontal

porous column of 225 m length and 1 m cross-sectional area, which is discretized

into 80 volume elements of 2.5 cm length each. A boundary condition of zero

capillary pressure is maintained at one end of the column while a heat flux of 100

W/m2 is injected at the other end. Detailed problem specifications were given by

. lJdell.-and Fitch (1985), -and can be read off the TOUGH input deck. Note, how-

ever, that in order to obtain a semi-analytical solution, Udell and Fitch made a

number of simplifying assumptions, which are not made in the TOUGH simula-

-tor.. The most important simplification was to neglect the temperature depen-

-dence of fluid properties. Because of this difference we do not expect a perfect

agreement between the TOUGH simulation and the semi-analytical solution.

The simulation reaches a steady state after 876.6 days (80 time steps). Fig-

ure 1i shows that the TOUGH results agree well with the semi-analytical
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solution of Udell and Fitch (1985). As a further check we modified TOUGH to

implement the same simplifying assumptions as were made by Udell and Fitch.

This resulted in an excellent agreement with their solution.

*SAM6* HEAT PIPE WITH NON-CONDENSIBLE GAS AFTER UDELL AND FITCH.
ROCKS
'SAMPL 1 2600. 0.4 1. E-12 1. E-12 1. E-12 1.13

6.582 0.6
6 0.160
i 83245S.S3 0;1SO

LBND 1 2600. 0.4 -1. E-12 1. E-12 1. E-12 1.13
8.682 0.6

1 0.1 O.8 0.2 0.9
1 C. 0.1 0.9

700.

700. E4

START
PARAM
8 2 100

O.

e11330.
ELEME
L8D00
SAMOO 89

CONNE
LBDOOSAM0O
SAMSSAM01

GENER
SA489Q 1

ENDCY

2e0000061000060460000000 2.6 E-S 1. E-10
1.000 SAM 1 9.817 S.

O.S 70.

LBND 1. E30
ISA4PL e.025

1 1. E-.10 .0125
1 1 1 :612S .0125

1.
21.

0.
O.

HEAT 100.

Fligure 18. TOUGH1 input deck for Sample Problem 6.
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Figure 19. Simulated Steady State Conditions in Problem 6, Compared
with Approximate Semi-AnalyticaJ Solution (T - tempera-
ture; S - riquid saturation; Y - air mole fraction in gas
phase).
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Appendix A: Relative Permeability Functions

.IRP 1 linear functions

.r - ls~rincreases linearly from 0 to 1 in the range
RP (1) < SI < RP(3);
k - increases linearly from 0 to 1 in the rangerg
RP(2) < Sg < RP(4)
Restrictions: RP(3) > RP(1k RP(4) > RP(2).

IRP-2 krl Si **RP(1)

krg 1.

- IRP 3 Corey's curves
a,

S* =(SI- Sdffi(- Sir- Ssr)

kr, (S*)42
krg (1-S*)2 (1- [S*]2)

wvhere S"-RP(1); Ssr = RP(2)
Restrietion: RP(1) + RP(2) <1

.RP =4 Grant's curve (Grant, 1977)
S* .= (S- Sr)/(1- Sir- Ssr)
kri= jS*j4
krg -1 krl

where S& = RP(1); Ssr = RP(2).

Restriction: RP(1) + RP(2) <1

IRP 5 "All perfectly mobile'

kri= k = 1 ifor all saturations;
no parameters.
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MIP = 6 functions of Fatt and Klikoff (1059)
S = (S 1 - Sirvo - Sir)

kriJ= IS*S3
krg = (1- S*) 3

where S&. = RP(1).

Restriction: RP(1) <1.

IRP = 7 Sandia - functions (Hayden et al., 1983; van Genuchten, 1080)

S*= (S - SL)/(Sl- S-)

{ r {1 - (1 - IS*1/X)} 2 . if SI < S<

krl=
1 if SI> SI;

k = 1- kr
krg 1krl

where X = RP(1), S = RP(2), Ss = RP(3)

HIP = 8 function of Verma et al. (1885)
S*= (S -S r)/(SiJ Si r)

kj =(S*P
kg= A + BS + C [S*]2

Parameters as measured by Verma et al. for steam-water flow in an
unconsolidated sand:

Sir=RP (1) .2

S 5RP (2) = .895
A = RP(3) = 1.250

B =RP (4) = -1.7615
C = RP(S) = .5089

If the user wishes to employ other relative permeability relationships,
these need to be programmed into subroutine RELP. The routine has

the following structure:
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SUBROUTINE RELP ( )

GOTO (10,11,12,-), IRP

10

(IRP=-1)

11

CONTINUE

I

REPL ...

REPG ...

RETURN

CONTINUE

REPL=..

REPG =...

RETURN

END

(IRP =2)

. . To code an additional relative permeability function, the user needs to
. insert a code segment analogous to those shown above, beginning with a

statement number which would also appear in the. GOTO statement.

The RP( ) parameters as read in input can be utilized as parameters in

-the assignment of liquid and gas relative permeability (REPL and

-REPG, respectively).
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Appendix B: Capillary Pressure Functions

ICP = I linear function

CP(1) for SI < CP(2)

peap = 0 for SI> CP(3)

- P1) CP(3)_ CP(2) for CP(2) < SI < CP(3)

Restriction: CP(3) > CP(2).

ICP = 2 function of Pickens et al. (1979)

P =~~~~~~~

cap n B

with A (1 + SI /Sb) (SbO - Sir)/(Sio + Sir)

B 1- SI/Sb

where PO CP(1), S = CP(2),

NTO= CP(3), x = CP(4).

Restrictions: 0 < CP(2) < I < CP(3);

CP(4) 740.

-CP =3 .TRUST capillary pressure (Narasimhan et al., 1D78)

t pep (St - St r, fo S1<

c ap
0 for SI= 1

where P,-= CP(1), Si = CP(2), t = CP(3), Pe = CP(4).

Restrictions: CP(2) > 0;

CP(3) #0.
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ICP = 4 Milly's function (Milly, 1982)

PCP - 97.783 x 10A

with A = 2.26 ( 0.371 4
3. SS -S1r

-where St. = CP(1).

Restriction: CP(1) > 0.

ICP 6 Leverett's function (Leverett, 1041; Udell and Fitch, 1985)
S* (S - Sir)/(1 - Si)

I = 1.417 (1-S*) -2.120 (1~S*9 + 1.263(1 - S*)

PV = -Po a(T) f

where PO CP(I), Sr = CP(2),
-a = surface tension of water (supplied internally in TOUGH).
Restriction 0 < CP(2)<1

lCP = 7 Sandia function (Hayden et aL, 1983; van Genuchten, 1980)
S* = (S 1- S)/(Si - Sir)

0 (if St > Stxs

Pcap -Po ([S*flP /1}1-

_Pmax (if Po { [S*] 1/,\-1) 1-.\ > p a)

-where X = CP(1), Si = CP(2), P 0 1 .ICP(3),
P = CP(4), SIS = CP(5)max

Additional capillary pressure functions can be programmed in subrou-
tine PCAP in a fashion completely alagous to that for relative per-
meabilities (see Appendix A).


